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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have secured a role in many emerging applications
spanning environmental, ecological, industrial, and commercial domains in which data
are periodically sourced from sensors and used in monitoring and control. The ubiquity of network-based video streaming, largely in the form of monitoring equipment
installed in administrative domains (cities, campuses, offices, highway systems) has
been possible by increases in capability of low-cost cameras and computational devices. However the streaming of video data over wireless sensor networks has the
nature of heavy data transmission load, relatively long data transmission period, severe inter- and intra-path interference, and unbalanced network energy consumption
under severe energy constraints. These characteristics make it very difficult to achieve
meaningful throughput performance for video data delivery over WSN. In this dissertation we focus on the development of practical throughput aware video data routing
techniques optimized to data delivery cost to address the challenge of QoS support
in end-to-end throughput achievement for bandwidth demanding video delivery in a
large-scale, battery-operated sensor network.
vi

We utilize video data streaming throughput as the main metric to quantify the
video delivery performance. We present a benchmark data routing algorithm to assure the throughput performance (QoS) of a data path via eliminating the impact of
inter-path interference through path isolation. Extending the benchmark algorithm,
we develop an interference-tolerant data routing algorithm to improve the general data
egress rate of the entire network with some tolerant sacrifices of the throughput performance on each stream. The routing algorithms construct throughput-guaranteed
end-to-end video delivery data paths based on accurate video delivery performance
estimation. We present two analytical models in conjunction with simple proactive
admission and congestion control strategies to enable accurate end-to-end data delivery throughput estimation with considerations of data stream’s transmission rate,
location, and relative positions. Simulations demonstrate that our estimation models
are highly consistent with the measurement of the real data transmission scenario
and our proposed data delivery scheme adapts to the optimal data rate about three
times faster than a traditional CTS/RTS scheme without generating any jitter as
observed in CTS/RTS. In addition, we exploit the option of deploying mobile base
stations to support improved video delivery QoS. The proposed mobile base station
deployment strategy improves the video delivery performances with the best effort to
minimize the data delivery cost. As a complementary solution for the deployment of
our routing scheme over WSNs, we develop a new code dissemination framework for
generic WSN applications. Simulation and prototype implementation illustrate that
our framework is almost five times faster for application code dissemination than traditional over the air programming strategy. Another contribution of this dissertation
is the constellation graph of routing algorithms. It presents a clear way of selecting
the most appropriate routing algorithm for a specific WSN application.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Advances in computer and network technology have led to wireless sensor networks
(WSN) which is comprised of many small, low-power embedded processors capable of
sensing and communicating using short-range networking. Today, sensor networking
has emerged as a frontier interconnecting the Internet to the physical world. Typically,
a wireless sensor node is an integration of basic components: sensing, computing,
communication, and power supply. These components are integrated on a single
or multiple boards, and packaged in a dimension of a few inches. These intelligent
small devices make our computing in daily life more distributed and pervasive. From
this perspective, the emergence and development of the wireless sensor network are
essentially the newest trend of Moore’s Law [Moo05] toward the miniaturization and
ubiquity of computing devices.
The variety of sensing modalities of WSNs embodies the idea of ubiquitous computing at all scales throughout everyday life in environmental monitoring and habitat
study, over a battlefield for military surveillance and reconnaissance, in disaster environments for search and rescue, in factories for condition based maintenance, in
buildings for infrastructure health monitoring, in homes to realize smart homes, or
even on bodies for patient monitoring [LG09, MPSC02, BAB+ 07]. Among the many
sensor modalities supported by the sensor devices (or motes-sensor nodes), in this dissertation we concentrate our focus on ones that produce single or multiple images in a
video stream. With the development of low power, low cost CMOS imaging sensors,
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scientists visualize a great potential of multimedia streaming application for wireless
sensor network in the area of homeland security, habitat monitoring and image-based
monitoring and control. In these applications a sensor node can capture images, audio and/or video information, and send them in a compressed form to a consumer
elsewhere on the network. The user does not have to wait for the download of the
entire video content but can play back the content immediately once a small amount
of buffered data are received. The flexibility of wireless sensor networks coupled with
this sensing modality makes video observation very promising to enable humans to
observe phenomena or locations that are otherwise difficult or dangerous to access.
This kind of network also shows an incredible value in the areas of military detection
and security surveillance applications, and it is identified as a new branch of sensor
network named wireless video sensor network (WVSN).

1.1

Wireless Sensor Network

Wireless Sensor Network is in general a collection of tiny and inexpensive devices
named sensor node as shown in Fig. 1·1 with the capability of sensing, computing and communication. A sensor node is usually comprised of a series of standard
modules, a sensing module to detect and monitor the change of the environment,
a micro-controller to convert the signal of the sensing module to some digital readings which can be understood by the users, a wireless communication interface to
exchange data or information among neighbor nodes or relay data to the destination which may be out of communication range of the data origin, a small memory
to cache data on board, a power supply module to guarantee the execution of the
normal node functionalities for computing, transmitting and receiving, etc. As the
manufacturing cost of these devices drops dramatically with the increase of their computing capabilities, the large scale deployment of such devices becomes practical and
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Figure 1·1: Mica2dot sensor board from Crossbow Technology Inc.

affordable. When deployed in large numbers, the redundant sensor node coverage of
the interested field is intended to provide reliable and accurate data retrieval services
for the network users. A typical WSN deployment scenario is illustrated in Fig. 1·2.
In wireless sensor network application scenarios [ASSC02], a large group of sensor
nodes are deployed to a place of interest to perform certain desired duties. Without
the installation of any network infrastructure, these autonomous sensor nodes can
establish connections with each other to form an ad hoc sensor network. This network is basically a peer to peer multi-hop wireless network where information packets
are transmitted in a receiving-and-forwarding manner towards the destination node
which is usually the gateway via multiple intermediate nodes. The gateway node
serves as the information bridge between the sensor networks and the outside networks as the Internet for instance. The end users can leverage the gateway node to
send commands or information query to the sensor network and the sensor network
will deliver the interested information feedback to the end users via the gateways.
The next section describes the basic data delivery scenarios for WSNs.
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Figure 1·2: Typical wireless sensor network scenario

1.2

Data Delivery over Wireless Sensor Networks

Data delivery over WSNs can be classified into three categories: proactive data delivery, reactive data delivery and hybrid data delivery. In proactive data delivery scenario, the sensor nodes periodically exchange some basic information, such as “link
state” information with their neighbors to construct a backbone network [MCdS+ 05]
with the propose of obtaining available data paths from the local area to the destination. The proactive data delivery scheme always attempts to maintain consistent,
up-to-date routing information. Therefore, a source node can obtain a routing path
immediately when the data delivery is on demand. Using proactive routing strategies,
the network users can extract the information from the sensor network in a timely
manner. But due to the fact that each sensor node in the network is required to
update its state and maintain a route regardless of the traffic existence, proactive
schemes introduce relatively high overhead to maintain up-to-date network topology
information as well compared to the reactive and hybrid data delivery [ABJ+ 06].
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In reactive data delivery scenario, the sensor nodes do not maintain available data
paths in advance. The routing paths are searched only when data delivery is on
demand [KK00]. A route discovery procedure is invoked to identify available data
paths before the beginning of data sending. The path discovery procedure terminates
when either a route has been found or no route is available after the examination for
all route permutations. Compared to proactive schemes [KS07], reactive schemes are
more adaptive to the network environment alterations. In wireless sensor networks,
the network topology and node connectivity may vary over time due to node failures,
battery starvation, signal loss etc. Reactive schemes can adapt to these abnormal
environment changes with the less control overhead [ABJ+ 06]. Thus, reactive routing
schemes have better scalability than proactive ones in data delivery for WSNs. However, when using reactive routing protocols, source nodes may suffer from long delays
for route searching before they can forward data packets [EFK06]. In order to find
a balance between proactive and reactive data delivery schemes, hybrid data delivery strategies are proposed to combine their merits to overcome their disadvantages.
Usually, the hybrid schemes form the network as zone based structures [SPH04]. It
deploys proactive routing protocols for inner-zone data delivery while applies reactive
routing schemes to facilitate inter-zone data routing.
The data delivery inside a zone generally employs the proactive routing protocol
to seek quick route to send data from one node to another. Reactive routing protocols
are exploited in acquiring routes to destinations beyond the routing zone, battling
with the network environment change and suppress the control overhead.

1.3

Video Data Delivery Problem Specification

WSNs are usually employed to deliver scaler information such as the temperature,
moisture, light intensity, and etc. However, the recent advances in wireless com-
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Figure 1·3: WVSN Multimedia Application [Eki11]

munication technology and low-power, low-cost CMOS imaging sensors inspire the
development of a new branch of WSN, Wireless Video Sensor Networks (WVSN).
WVSN is capable of gathering more information from the physical world and perform versatile environment monitoring tasks. However, to delivery such rich content
video data over resource constrained wireless sensor network with limited bandwidth
is challenging. In this section, we identify these challenges for the video delivery over
WVSN and discuss the requirements of the routing protocol design.
1.3.1

Video Delivery Scenario

In WVSN applications a sensor node can capture images, audio and/or video information, and send them in a compressed form to a consumer elsewhere on the network.
The user does not have to wait for the download of the entire video content but can
play back the content immediately once a small amount of buffered data is received.
Fig. 1·3 illustrates a typical scenario for multimedia applications over WVSN.
The multimedia application above contains two distinct video delivery scenarios
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over WSNs. The first scenario is centralized video delivery, which is similar to traditional data delivery over WSN. The video sensor node sends the video data towards
the base station. The data flows from different video sources will eventually converge
at the base station. Unlike traditional WSN which only carries very limited data load,
video data delivery will quickly overwhelm the nodes’ link capacity near the base station. These sensor nodes near the base station will quickly become bottlenecks for
the data extraction of the network due to unbalanced heavy transmission load and
severe transmission interferences. The heavy data transmission load on these sensor
nodes will also quickly exhaust their batteries and disconnect the base station from
the sensor networks. In order to relieve these issues, a second video data delivery
scenario, distributed video delivery is illustrated in Fig. 1·3. Instead of converging
all the data flows to the centralized gateway node, the second data delivery scenario
explores the use of distributed mobile base stations as an option to improve the load
balancing and information egress of the network. The primary base station assigns
mobile base stations like UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) to specific areas to assist
video data delivery. As opposed to sending all video data to the centralized base station in “centralized” scenario, video sensor nodes have an option of streaming their
data to the mobile base stations nearby. The localized video streaming not only provides better video data transmission load balancing but also improves the throughput
performance of the video streaming applications. However, the distributed video delivery scenario requires the mobile base station to retain a higher link capacity and
the deployment of these mobile base stations will always result in extra cost for the
data delivery. The balance between the network performance and the video data
delivery cost in the second scenario is still an open question today.
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1.3.2

Application Requirements

Today, many of the existing WVSN applications [HSOH03, TLC+ 06, CRZ04, KGSL05]
are an integration of Internet video streaming solutions to the domain of WSNs. Some
applications rely on conventional wired video cameras. Others assume wireless communications but do not address scale-up to large numbers of video cameras nor the
support of multiple streams. In this dissertation, we expect a wireless video sensor
network to be fully functional with implications of multi-hop grids, battery-powered
video sensor nodes, and wide area coverage of order kilometers. Each node is equipped
with a low power video camera with the capability of observing the physical world
which largely increase the information amount that need to be wirelessly relayed toward the base station. Such fully functional mesh wireless video sensor networks are
capable of simultaneously supporting multiple video targets observation and multiple base station routing, in other words, it would support concurrent wireless video
streams from different sources to different destinations.
Fig. 1·4 shows the general problem we are going to address. A series of wireless
video sensor nodes are scattered in the order of 1000m field and form a connected
video sensor network. There is only one static primary base station. Instead of
merging all the data to the gateway station, we allow data to be streamed to some
other mobile sinks to satisfy certain throughput requirement with certain amount of
mobile sink deployment cost. When multiple streams are active, we must ensure that
the communication constraints along a path from source to sink are not violated. If
there are n camera nodes, m sinks, and r targets, the problem generalizes to one of
providing multiple streams from n sources to m possibly mobile sinks. Thus path
formation will be triggered on demand by a user (e.g., “look at camera”) or by a
network event (e.g., “some suspect appears”). We seek to design a dynamic path
formation algorithm for video delivery applications over WSN which will satisfy the
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Figure 1·4: Application scenario

following requirements: (1) Sufficient network capacity is allocated on the end-to-end
path from source to sink; (2) The path is not created in conflict with other paths
- it is non-intersecting under operating assumptions; (3) The path minimizes costs
locally and globally in the context of preexisting paths; (4) The path’s duration, and
anticipated energy consumption is mindful of residual energy and the replenishment
behavior of participating nodes.
An extreme example is to form isolated video streams within the network as
shown in Fig. 1·5. In this case, the data paths are geographically isolated from each
other, the data transmission on one of the concurrent paths will not interfere with
the data delivery on the others. In order to achieve path isolation, we can suppress
data transmission on all the nodes lying inside the interference range of the nodes
along the active data paths. This data path isolation scheme can apparently avoid
transmission interferences, however, on the other side, it decreases the number of
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Figure 1·5: Example of path formation for isolated streams

streams that a network can carry and meanwhile the deployment of many scattered
mobile base stations increase the cost of the overall data extraction for the entire
WSN. Supporting video delivery applications with desired throughput performance
(QoS) while achieving economical data extraction is still an open question.
1.3.3

Quality of Service (QoS) for WVSN

It is well known that QoS is an overused term with various meanings and perspectives [GGW04]. Different applications and different researchers may perceive and
interpret QoS in different ways. However in general, QoS for data delivery over a
WSN can be classified into two different levels: network level and application level.
On the network level, QoS is accepted as a measurement of the service quality that
the network offers to the applications while on the application level, QoS generally
refers to the quality as perceived by the users of the Applications. One simple QoS
model [GGW04] is presented in Fig. 1·6. The application level QoS is beyond the
interest of this dissertation, we focus our research on the improvement of the network level QoS for video streaming applications over WSNs. From network level,
researchers usually define the QoS as some assurance from the network to guaran-
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Figure 1·6: QoS Model

tee a set of measurable attributes for end-to-end data delivery. For instance, RFC
2386 [CNRS98] characterizes QoS as a set of service requirements to be met when
transporting a packet stream from the source to its destination in terms of delay
jitter, available bandwidth, and packet loss. In this dissertation, we take end-to-end
throughput performance as the main metric to measure the data delivery QoS for
WVSN.
1.3.4

Synopsis

Video streaming applications over WSNs are diverse and have specific requirements for
the data delivery. Four basic challenges for video data delivery are identified as sensor
node addressing, cost efficient routing, QoS support data delivery and admission
control for resource allocation. A summary of the questions regarding the video data
delivery challenges that we have addressed in this dissertation include:
• What are the characteristics of the data transmission in WVSN? Given some
wireless communication technology and the parameters of the radio range, how
the data will be delivered to the destination along a data path?
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• What is the QoS support for video streaming applications over WSN?
• How to allocate resource among multiple data flows via admission control?
• What metrics are appropriate to characterize the performance of the application?
• How to form data paths which can deliver video data with satisfied QoS requirements? What are the requirements/constraints of the data path setup?
• How to estimate the performance of the QoS? Given a potential data path, is
there a way to recognize the QoS performance of the video delivery along this
path? The estimation could serves as the criteria to evaluate the quality of
data path so as to assist the routing decision for data delivery and improve the
overall performance.
• How the existing data delivery along active data paths will impact on the potential data delivery? Explore the solution to form QoS supported data path
in the context of pre-existing video delivery paths.
• How to balance the cost and the QoS performance of video delivery over WSNs?
What are the appropriate metrics to characterize the data delivery cost in
WVSN?
• What are the criteria to evaluate a routing protocol for video delivery applications? Is there an unified criterion which could be applied to compare different
protocols for the same video data delivery application for WVSN?
• How to efficiently disseminate the data delivery programs on the WSNs? Is there
an efficient way to spread the programs across the network which is optimized
for code generation, propagation and updating.
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1.4
1.4.1

Dissertation Outline
Contributions

The main contribution of this dissertation is to develop an analytical model to analyze the QoS in throughput performance of end-to-end video data delivery over WSN.
This model quantifies the QoS performance in terms of the data path throughput and
provides accurate end-to-end throughput estimation under various situations. This
estimation model takes the negative impact of the concurrent video data transmission
interferences into consideration, and links the throughput performance with comprehensive network parameters in terms of data transmission rate, data source locations
and data path relative positions. This model is employed by the routing protocol
to construct dynamic throughput performance aware video delivery paths. Specific
contributions include:
• A data transmission model to simplify the mathematical analysis of the end-toend video data delivery.
• An accurate end-to-end throughput performance estimation model for single
path and multi-path transmission scenarios.
• Simple admission control strategies to provide improved and more predictable
data delivery performance for wireless video sensor networks.
• A benchmark routing protocol incorporated with the throughput estimation
model to achieve throughput-aware video data delivery.
• An improved interference-tolerant routing protocol incorporated with multipath throughput estimation model to achieve cost efficient throughput-aware
video data delivery.
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• A mobile base station deployment strategy that improves the network QoS performance based on observed network parameters of pre-existing video streams.
• A routing protocol performance constellation graph to evaluate different routing
protocols under unified criteria for specific video delivery applications.
• An efficient “over the air” WSN reprogramming framework to wirelessly disseminate the programs across the network with optimizations in code generation,
propagation and updating.
1.4.2

Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 describes the background of the video delivery over WSN. It provides
an introduction of the wireless video sensor network (WVSN) regarding the concept,
importance and challenges. It explores the existing efforts of enabling WVSN applications and provides motivations and guidance to develop the techniques in this
dissertation that will satisfy video delivery network platform design requirements.
Chapter 3 focuses on the related work of state-of-art data delivery and throughput
estimation techniques that accomplish high quality video streaming applications over
WVSN.
Chapter 4 is the detailed description of the development of the analytical end to
end throughput estimation models with simple admission control strategies.
Chapter 5 demonstrates the dynamic video data routing algorithms with analytical
throughput estimation model discussed in Chapter 4. It also introduces a network
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routing protocol evaluation framework that compare different routing protocols under
unified criteria for specific video delivery applications.
Chapter 6 presents an efficient ”over the air” WSN reprogramming framework to
disseminate the programs across the network with optimizations in code generation,
propagation and updating.
Chapter 7 presents the performance results based on the analytical throughput
estimation model and the program dissemination framework.
Chapter 8 summaries the contributions of the dissertation and layouts an overview
of the future research direction in the area of video delivery for WSNs.
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Chapter 2

Video Delivery in Wireless Sensor
Network
This chapter presents a broad area view of the wireless video sensor networks (WVSN).
We first layout an introduction of the techniques enabling video delivery over WSN
from hardware devices of those tiny video sensor nodes. Second we provide a broad
view of techniques for different design aspects of supporting video delivery over WSN.
We highlight challenges of enabling WVSN applications. Last, we concentrate our
exploration on data routing techniques that we can leverage to resolve the challenges
of facilitating video delivery over WSN.

2.1

Video Sensor Node

The development of CMOS technology enables today’s image sensors to capture and
process optical image on a single chip. Compared to previous CCD image sensors,
CMOS image sensor is less expensive and more energy efficient. The availability of
the CMOS image sensors drive the massive deployment of digital video cameras on
resource constrained embedded wireless sensor nodes, leveraging the video sensing
capabilities for WSN. At the present time, the hardware platforms for video sensor
nodes are mainly built to provide imaging resolutions from low range to medium
resolution range (100k-300k pixels). The following introduction about video sensor
nodes hardware platforms is partially based on [AMC07].
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2.1.1

Low Imaging Resolution Motes

Although CMOS image sensors have become the ideal candidate to interface with
computational-rich embedded devices such as PDAs, smart phones for a relatively
long history, it is not until recent years that this technology has been introduced to
computationally-constrained embedded devices to integrate with off-the-shelf wireless
sensor nodes. The Cyclops module [RBI+ 05] is one of the examples that bridges the
gap between CMOS cameras and Mica2, MicaZ motes for instance. Cyclops contains
programmable logic and memory for high-speed data communication. Cyclops consists of an image sensor (CMOS Agilent ADCM-1700 CIF camera), an 8-bit ATMEL
ATmega128L micro-controller (MCU), a complex programmable logic device (CPLD),
an external SRAM and an external Flash. The MCU controls the image sensor, configures its parameters, and performs local processing on the image to produce an
inference. Since image capture requires faster data transfer and address generation
than the 4 MHz MCU used, a CPLD is used to provide access to the high-speed clock.
The Cyclops firmware is written in the nesC language, based on the TinyOS libraries.
The module is connected to a host mote to which it provides a high level interface
that hides the complexity of the imaging device to the host mote. Moreover, it can
perform simple inference on the image data and present it to the host.
Another example is CMUcam3 [RAGN07] from Carnegie Mellon University. CMUcam3 is equipped with a CIF resolution (352x288) RGB color image sensor with loading speed of 26 frames per second and can be interfaced with an IEEE802.15.4 [Erg04]
compliant Crossbow TelosB mote [Cro05]. It implements software JPEG compression
and provides a basic image manipulation library.
The earlier CMOS image sensors are mainly designed to interact with sensor
nodes equipped with 8-bit microprocessors. However, with the continued research
efforts in multimedia wireless sensor networks and hardware technology improvement
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in embedded microprocessors, Downes et al. [DRA] presents an interesting finding
that to perform operations such as 2-D convolution on an 8-bit processor such as the
ATMEL ATmega128 clocked at 4 MHz is 16 times slower than with a 32-bit ARM7
device clocked at 48 MHz, while the power consumption of the 32-bit processor is
only six times higher. Hence, the researchers argue that 32-bit processors are better
fit for image processing than their 8-bit counterparts. And this argument inspired
the use of motes with 32-bit microprocessors to support WVSN applications. The
more powerful 32-bit motes are capable of providing medium resolution video sensing
for the WVSN applications. For example, in [DRA]a new image mote is developed
based on an ARM7 32-bit CPU clocked at 48 MHz, with external FRAM or Flash
memory, 802.15.4 compliant Chipcon CC2420 [Chi] radio, that is interfaced with midresolution (352x288) ADCM-1670 CIF CMOS sensors and low-resolution 30x30 pixel
optical sensors.
2.1.2

Medium Resolution Mote

The most well known 32-bit mote platform to be able to support medium resolution
video sensing is Intel’s Stargate board [Int] and its successor. The Stargate board is a
high-performance processing platform designed for sensor, signal processing, control,
robotics, and sensor network applications. It is designed by Intel and produced by
Crossbow Technology Inc. Stargate is based on Intel’s PXA-255 XScale 400 MHz
RISC processor, which is the same processor found in many handheld computers including Compaq IPAQ and Dell Axim. Stargate has 32M byte of Flash memory, 64M
byte of SDRAM, and an on-board connector for Crossbow’s MICA2 or MICAz motes
as well as PCMCIA Bluetooth or IEEE 802.11 cards. Hence, it can work as a wireless
gateway and as a computational hub for in-network processing algorithms. When
connected with a webcam or other capturing device, it can function as a medium-
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resolution multimedia sensor. Its energy consumption is still high, as documented
in [MPOM06]. Moreover, although efficient software implementations exist, XScale
processors do not have hardware support for floating point operations, which may
be needed to perform efficient multimedia processing algorithms. Following Stargate,
Intel has also developed the second generation wireless motes, known as Stargate2
and Imote2 platforms. Intel Imote2 platform has a common core to the next generation Stargate2 platform, and is built around a new low-power 32-bit PXA271 XScale
processor at 320/416/520 MHz, which enables performing DSP operations for storage
or compression, and an IEEE 802.15.4 Chipcon CC2420 [Chi] radio. It is equipped
with large on-board RAM and Flash memories (32M byte), alternate radios, and a
variety of high-speed I/O to connect digital sensors or cameras. Its size is also very
compact, 48x33 mm, and it can run the Linux operating system and Java applications. The researchers from Enalab of Yale University built a very compact video
camera board [TLC+ 06] to interface with the Imote2 mote (Fig. 2·1). The cameraboard packs an OmniVision OV7649 camera, which can capture color images at 30
fps VGA (640x480) and 60 fps QVGA (320x240). Currently, there are two different
lens configurations: standard and 162 degree wide-angle. The power consumption of
the active camera-board is 44 mW. In fully-active mode, at 104 MHz and 8 fps, the
entire system consumes 322 mW (of which the iMote2 is responsible for 279 mW).
2.1.3

High Resolution Mote

One of the major challenges of supporting high resolution video sensing for wireless
sensor network is to reduce energy consumption of the video sensor nodes to prolong
the network life. A variety of optimization techniques [GHPB02] have been proposed
to extend the lifetime of the sensor network including dynamic optimization of voltage
and clock rate, wake-up procedures to keep electronics inactive most of the time, and
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Figure 2·1: Enalab camera board on Imote2

energy-aware protocol development for sensor communications [CT00]. Energy constraint for sensor nodes prevents the installation of energy consuming high resolution
cameras on the mote. However, the improvement of energy harvesting techniques inspires the integration of energy harvesting modules on video sensor node platforms to
relax the energy consumption constraints. These compact energy harvesting modules
operate on the video sensor nodes to extract energy from the environment where the
sensor node itself lies, offering another important means to prolong the lifetime of the
video sensor devices.
Among the many energy harvesting techniques, solar based energy harvesting
technology is in favored for video streaming applications. Platforms being able to
continuously power sensors based on simple COTS photovoltaic cells coupled with
supercapacitors or rechargeable batteries are demonstrated in [JPC05]. Little et
al. [LIK07] implements a genuine video senor node system prototype (Fig. 2·2) with
solar powered video sensing capabilities.
The video node (VN) prototype in [LIK07] is built based upon Axis wireless camera platforms to support high resolution, high speed video streaming applications for
WSN. The VN is equipped with a progressive scan RGB 1.3 Megapixel CMOS image
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Figure 2·2: Solar powered video sensor node from [LIK07]

sensor and a IEEE 802.11b complied wireless communication module. This VN possesses a flexible directionality and zoom. It uses a catadioptric configuration with an
omni-directional mirror fabricated to yield a panoramic image to achieve a wide field
of view. This approach eliminates the moving parts of most pan-tilt-zoom configurations, reduces corresponding energy use, and directionality challenges. The solar
power supply module of the VN is targeting to provide 500mW per video sensor node
in the active (streaming) state and less than 5mW when asleep. Power consumption at an intermediate video sensor node serving to relay data to a gateway will be
approximately 250mW. Longevity on stored energy of the VN is highly dependent
on the duty cycle of these states. The energy harvesting module of the prototype,
a solar panel and supercapacitor bank are sized to only encompass a nominal load
profile/duty cycle of 5% over a 24-hour period. The design is one of daily energy
input to supercapacitors with conventional disposable batteries to bridge periods of
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Figure 2·3: WVSN components

cloud cover.

2.2

Video Delivery Techniques for WVSN

Video streaming in a WSN can be conceptualized as three cascaded components:
video generation, video delivery, and video playback as shown in Fig. 2·3. In the
remainder of this section we summarize the various techniques utilized in different
components above to support video streaming applications over resource constrained
wireless sensor networks.
2.2.1

Video Generation Component

Video generation component is the source of the video delivery applications. It performs the role of transforming the raw video sensing data to certain desired format.
The transformed video content is usually smaller in size and less error prone to data
transmissions. There are three major techniques adopted in video generation component, in-network processing, video data compression/processing and video data
encoding.
• In-Network Processing: Closely-positioned video cameras record highly correlated video content. In-network processing acts as a filter at the beginning of
video recording to remove content redundancy. Localized information is shared
by neighboring video nodes to coordinate video recording for a targeted area.
One example of in-network processing technique is data aggregation scheme
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performed in cluster based networks where the cluster head nodes dynamically
merge data from all their cluster members before forwarding the content to the
base station with the propose of extending the sensor node lifetime by reducing
the overall data transmission volume.
• Video Processing/Data Compression: To save energy for data transmission,
video processing is used to extract relevant features of interest prior to transmission to minimize the total data transmission energy cost. For example some
video processing algorithms are proposed to condense the total video size by
removing redundant information from sequential video frames.
• Video Coding: Video coding is critical for success of video streaming. Many
coding techniques have been developed to support a variety of goals. For example, network coding is introduced to achieve high data transmission efficiency,
multiple description coding (MDC) is used to achieve reliable data transmission
and provide QoS guarantees. A coding technique map is illustrated in 2·4.

2.2.2

Video Delivery Component

Video delivery component carries the video content from source node to the destination node. In video streaming applications, this component is responsible to deliver
the video data across the network satisfying the application requirements of delay,
throughput, packet loss, and etc. This component encompasses distinct techniques
for different network architectures. Video delivery component for WVSN is operating
on two major network architectures, content delivery network (CDN) architecture
and peer-to-peer (P2P) architecture. Here we summarize the important techniques
applied in this component.
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Figure 2·4: Coding technique map
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Content Delivery Network (CDN)
A content delivery network or content distribution network (CDN) is a network of
sensor nodes containing copies of data, placed at various points in a network so
as to maximize the bandwidth for access to the data from clients throughout the
network. In other words, the video content is cached at various positions in the sensor
network, and the users can access the video data copy near its location as opposed to
access the same video node to retrieve information. The CDN architecture can avoid
the bottleneck problems near the gateway and the video sources. This architecture
provides good data delivery performance for video streaming applications of recorded
videos. However, it is difficult to adapt this architecture to support real time video
streaming applications under some situations. For example, this network architecture
is not appropriate to support live video streaming applications such as live sports
broadcasting. One cannot pre-cache the live content on distributed servers before the
happening of the event. Fig. 2·5 illustrates this network architecture.
The data caching techniques applied in CDN have direct impact on the data delivery performance of the application. Current data caching techniques include monolithic caching, prefix caching and intelligent frame based caching. Routing techniques
are another important set of means to influence the performance of video streaming
applications over CDN. Multi-path routing is the most famous one among the many
strategies. It leverages multiple available data paths between the source and destination pair to deliver video data. Sending data through multiple data paths instead
of one modestly increase the end-to-end data transmission capacity. The degree of
capacity increasing is closely related to the management of data congestion and data
interferences at the source/destination and in the middle of data transition.
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Figure 2·5: CDN architecture
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Figure 2·6: Peer to peer architecture

Peer-to-Peer Network
As we have mentioned above, CDN architecture is not appropriate for real time video
streaming applications. Real time streaming applications allow the users to query
existing video sensor nodes to get live videos. Such application requires information packets to be transmitted in a receiving-and-forwarding manner towards the
destination node which is usually the gateway via multiple intermediate nodes. A
peer-to-peer network (P2P) architecture is an candidate in this situation. Fig. 2·6
demonstrates an example of P2P network architecture.
The mainstream techniques serve in this network architecture to improve video
delivery performances include:
• Video Distortion Optimization: Video distortion defines the visual quality degra-
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dation due to the data loss. This technique forwards video data packet to the
destination under certain constraints with the minimum distortion.
• Packet Scheduling: A scheme usually performs on each sensor node to decide
whether or when to transmit the received packet. Some approach like only
forwarding the most important packet is widely accepted as a classic solution
to manage network congestions.
• Data Buffering: A scheme to cache data on certain node. Buffering video
data at the destination node is an practical way to improve video playback
experiences. With a little delay at the beginning of the playback, video buffering
can efficiently overcome transmission delay jitter.
• Tree Based Data Routing: This technique usually constructs an overlay like
a spanning tree topology from the user to the interested video sensor nodes.
The video sensor nodes are the leaves of the tree topology and the video data
is forwarded from the leaf node back to the root node. Tree based routing
techniques achieve quick response to the video queries, however, they lack the
ability to adapt to environment variations. The tree topology construction
overhead for frequent changing environment is usually not affordable.
• Directed Mesh Routing: This routing technique forms a mesh overlay on the
WSN and usually employs a distributed routing algorithm to forward data from
the source to the destination.
• Coordinates Based Routing: This technique is usually employed in conjunction
with directed mesh routing technique to provide simple, fast dynamic data
routing. Each sensor node has coordinates to be identified in the network.
Every node performs a greedy algorithm to forward the data to the neighbor
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Figure 2·7: Map of video delivery techniques

node which is nearest to the location of destination.
• Spread Spectrum: This is a radio technology that a signal generated in a particular bandwidth is deliberately spread in the frequency domain, resulting in
a signal with a wide bandwidth. There are two different ways to achieve this
technique, frequency hopping and directed sequence spread. It can be used in
sensor network to share a single channel among multiple users.
We plot a map of the overall video delivery techniques in Fig. 2·7.
2.2.3

Video Play Back Component

The video play back component enables users to download video data and play back
video content at the same time. A local buffer is used to cache downloaded video,
and successive frames are fetched from the buffer during playback. The larger the
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buffer, the more likely the playback can overcome delay variations (jitter) in the video
transmission.

2.3

Challenge of WVSN and Solution Proposal

By analyzing the techniques we have mentioned above, we summarize four basic video
delivery challenges for WVSN applications, sensor node addressing challenge, resource
constraint challenge, QoS supporting challenge and admission control challenge. In
this dissertation, we focus our research on the routing technique improvement to
facilitate video streaming applications over WSN, we highlight the impact of these
four challenges in the domain of video data routing as following:
Addressing Challenges : Unlike IP (Internet Protocol) addressing which is hierarchical, sensor networks are typically configured with flat addressing that leverages
locality. Assigning global IDs for each sensor node is not always a requirement.
Moreover, a hierarchical model can introduce excessive overhead when most communications are neighbor-based. And in some cases, based on the characteristic and
function of wireless video sensor network, it is not necessary to distinguish one node
from another. Thus, the development of routing protocols based on IP address is not
a requirement for a WVSN and the addressing scheme for WSN needs to be flexible.
Resource Constraint Challenge : A typical wireless sensor network consists of a
large number of autonomous, inexpensive and simple sensor nodes that are powered by
batteries. Although advances of circuit design have made substantial improvements
for battery life in recent years, compared to desktops in wired networks, sensor nodes
are still strictly constrained by energy. Such limitations have a great impact on
communication ability and routing protocol design. Path formation algorithms of the
routing technique should take energy as a dimension for protocol design.
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QoS Challenge: QoS is an important design factor for video routing over wireless
sensor network. The design in this space focuses on transmitting data on time using
multi-path and packet scheduling scheme to avoid network congestion and data loss.
However, most of works in this field only focus on simple scenarios; a comprehensive
study of multi-source multi-destination with unsynchronized scenario needs to be
conducted to exam the efficiency of the protocol. Since in wireless sensor network
bandwidth and channel resources are limited, a simple addition of bandwidth of
multiple paths is only a relaxed upper bound of the end-to-end throughput that can
achieve. Due to the severe intra-path and inter-path interference and congestion at
the destination, the actual delay and throughput is quite different. So far, the path
interference and packet collision during transmission are not carefully studied. Many
existing works [CLMY07, SZZ+ 08, ZHS+ 08, LNLL08] simply suggest to setup disjoint
paths to ease this issue. An analytical model and an efficient congestion control model
that could be applied to quantify and manage the data delivery performance is more
appreciate for WVSN applications. Some existing works [LNLL08, LGZ07, CPCT06]
take the path length as the metric for data delivery delay; however, it is not always
the case. End-to-end data delivery throughput as a QoS metric that combines the
path length, delay, traffic load, and queuing time can be a better reflection of the real
data delivery scenario.
Admission Control Challenge: Admission control on wireless sensor networks
is another challenge. Recently, admission control algorithms have been suggested to
allocate sufficient bandwidth for individual data flows in order to provide better data
delivery performance for admitted data flows [YK05]. Since sensor networks share
a single channel for communication, data transmission from one node may consume
the bandwidth of neighboring nodes. Therefore, the bandwidth consumption of flows
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and the available resources to a node are no longer local concepts, but related to the
neighboring nodes [YK05]. Admission control algorithms need to address bandwidth
allocation in such environment of WVSN and guarantee that the admitted data flow
will not downgrade the performance of existing data delivery and meanwhile not
exceed the network capacity.
Based on the suggestions above, we expect to demonstrate new routing algorithms to satisfy the outlined design requirements. We believe the new routing algorithm should have a practical dynamic source-to-sink path formation scheme for
video stream delivery; simple admission control strategies could be applied to allocate sufficient bandwidth to admit video streams incrementally and avoid collision
of resource use for multiple streams based on the modeling of intra- and inter-path
interferences. Mathematical models to measure intra/inter-path data delivery interferences are necessary to be developed and the details of these models are discussed in
Chapter 4. These models will benefit the implementation of video streaming applications over the WSN while balancing the energy consumption through load balancing,
in-network localized computation and path selection collaboration. With the help of
these models, we develop our solutions to the video delivery challenges in two distinct
data routing algorithms demonstrated in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Related Works
In this section we review the recent data delivery techniques to support video transmissions over WVSN. We conduct an in-depth study of these related data delivery
techniques based upon their handling of the basic challenges we have mentioned in
Chapter 2, addressing challenge, resource constraint challenge, QoS supporting challenge and admission challenge.

3.1

Addressing Techniques

3.1.1

Content Based Addressing

As previously indicated in Chapter 2, for many wireless sensor network applications,
it is not practical nor a requirement to assign global IDs such as an IP address to
each sensor node. Many investigators have recognized that the data flow within a
sensor network can be characterized by the content of the data itself. A mapping
between the sensor node’s functionality and data content can be established during
data transmission. By summarizing the data interests of participating sensor nodes,
content-based routing is achieved [IGE00, CRW04]. In such a routing scheme, datareceiving nodes propagate data interests across the network in a publish-subscribe or
push-pull model. A node address is represented by a set of node attributes defining its
function in the application (e.g., ‘with a light sensor,’ ‘measure rate,’ etc.). Each data
stream is prefixed by a structured description using typed language which defines a
set of criteria for the destination node of the stream called predicates, such as ‘nodes
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inside certain area,’ ‘nodes with certain brand.’ The protocol establishes hierarchical
property-interest tree rooted at source node. The source node pushes the data stream
onto the tree and thus the stream will flow to the node with the corresponding interests. Directed diffusion [IGE00] is an example of content-based routing using the
‘pull’ method. Directed diffusion aims at diffusing data through sensor nodes by using
a naming scheme for the data. A significant advantage of directed diffusion is the
simplification of the programming abstraction and routing mechanism for propagating data to a data sink. Direct Diffusion suggests the use of attribute-value pairs for
the data content and queries the sensors in an on demand basis with those pairs. In
order to create a query, an interest is defined using a list of attribute-value pairs such
as name, interval, duration, geographical area, and etc. A sink broadcasts an interest
through its neighbors. Each node receiving the interest broadcast caches the interest
for later use. The nodes also have the ability to perform in-network data aggregation to merge similar interests. The cached interests are then used to compare the
received data with the values in the interests. The interest entry also contains several
gradient fields. A gradient is a reply link to a neighbor from which the interest was
received and is characterized by a data rate, duration and expiration time derived
from the received interest fields. Hence, by utilizing interest and gradients, paths are
established between sink and sources. Several paths can be established so that one
of them is selected by reinforcement. The sink resends the original interest message
through the selected path with a smaller interval hence reinforces the source node
on that path to send data more frequently. There are many variations proposed for
efficient wireless sensor network data routing based on Directed Diffusion.
GEBR [LGZ07] expands the concept of Directed Diffusion to provide global energy
balancing and real-time routing for video data transmission. Their path formation
process is nearly identical to that of directed diffusion; however, they introduce node
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energy as a criterion for data transmission and path reinforcement.
Wang et al. [WML07] propose synchronized pipelined transmission for video data
streaming. Unlike Directed Diffusion which floods interest message to explore the
optimal path, the route discovery process uses a probabilistic method. The source
node periodically sends out route probing packets. The probing packets are randomly
relayed to a neighbor of the current hop until they reach the subscriber node. When
the predefined route-probing timer expires, the subscriber node calculates the optimal
path based on all received probing packets. Although this process can largely eliminate the data load created by the path exploration stage, it performs poorly when
the network is relatively large and the source and destination nodes are scarce and
far from each other.
Li et al. [LNLL08] provide a multi-path data delivery solution to deal with the
challenge of delay control in video transmission applications with another expansion
of directed diffusion. Instead of using the metric of transmission time, the scheme uses
a weighted metric that captures delay, interference and throughput. A time stamp
is given to both interest message and exploration data. The sink station chooses
exploration data whose times tamp is within a predefined threshold to satisfy the
delay constraint as compared to the interest message’s times tamp. The sink tags the
senders of these qualified exploration messages and put them into the reinforcement
path candidate pool. The reinforcement scheme in this solution supports the setup
of multiple disjoint paths. However, the length of the path setup period is largely
dependent on the compound metric it utilized and subject to variable delay. Furthermore, the data metric is difficult to obtain. For example, the measurement of SNR
needs the power level of three terms: noise, interference, and signal strength. The
authors do not provide the method to measure such terms. A simpler metric that
can be directly obtained or estimated by the network layer is more preferable and
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flexible.
From the above exploration, we find that there are three major issues existing in
the current content-based video routing technique for wireless sensor networks. First,
the current techniques employ application-dependent addressing schemes. It is difficult to port data interest from one application to another unless the two applications
are similar. Second, the content-based routing schemes utilize a route exploration
stage using route exploration data. The motivation for this approach is to simulate data transmission and thus select what might be an optimal route. However,
in video streaming applications, the prevailing conditions during route exploration
can be substantially different from when video data are in transmission. In other
words, a good route obtained during a data exploration stage will not necessarily be
the good route during a data transmission stage. Thus, a specially designed exploration stage is required to find a good video streaming route for WVSNs. Third,
content-based schemes lack the control of path selection involving overused nodes.
It is very likely that multiple data paths will share common nodes since these paths
become reinforced. These nodes soon become overloaded and compromise the video
data transmission.
3.1.2

Location Based Addressing

The second group of addressing schemes is location-based. A number of proposed
routing schemes fall into this category. Since most WSNs are comprised of nodes
deployed in a known area, they have proper coordinates established that can be used
to assist routing. The distance between the source node and sink node in real world
can be used as a proxy for the energy cost for data delivery. There are two kinds
of location-based routing strategies. The first one we call real coordinate routing.
GPSR [KK00] is one such example. In real coordinate routing, each node uses geo-
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metric distance as the routing metric. This strategy establishes coordinates for each
node based on its absolute (Cartesian) location. By obtaining the location information of a destination node and its neighbor nodes, senders always forward a packet
to a neighbor with a shorter distance to the destination (a greedy technique). Real
coordinate routing suffers from well-known dead-end problem especially in a sparse
network or one with physical obstructions. The second strategy is called virtual coordinate routing [RRP+ 03, NS03, ZCLZ04, ZLZ+ 05]. This routing strategy applies
routing metrics to reflect the relative location of the sensor nodes within the network
instead of using absolute coordinates. Zhao et al. [ZCLZ04] propose a method in
which individual node constructs a vector with elements corresponding to the hop
distance to the set of pre-established landmarks. This vector is exactly the virtual
coordinate of the node. The routing process is identical to GPSR (a greedy formula)
except that it uses a more elaborate distance function instead of the geographic distance. Virtual coordinate routing performs well for the dead-end problem in sparse
scenarios and it reduces the hardware requirements of sensor nodes. However, the
virtual coordinate setup process is not easy and is energy consuming [ZCLZ04]. Thus
most recent works in location-based routing continue to use real coordinates.
Cosma et al. [CPCT06] have an interesting application of location-based routing
for video streaming. This work is not a complete solution for video transmission over
wireless sensor networks but introduces a topology extraction protocol using video
cameras equipped on each sensor node. There are two steps to achieve the topology
extraction. First, a central node/server or gateway floods routing messages over the
network and every node records routing information. After a path setup phase, every
node in the network captures an image using its video camera, and passes the image
through to the central node/server. This node then performs image registration to
extract the topology and location of each sensor node. The result is analogous to
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a bird’s-eye view of the global topology of the system. The authors further suggest
that the global topology can be optimized for path routing and energy conservation.
This scheme is creative but impractical at present. Image registration of a large
number of disparate images is complex, time consuming, and potentially performed
with sparseness of view. It is also likely that the extracted topology has significant
error due to the limited camera resolutions, focal lengths, and fields of view.
DGR [CLMY07] is a mechanism proposed to transmit real-time video. The idea
of DGR is to construct an application-specific number of multiple disjointed paths for
a video node to transmit parallel FEC-protected H.26L real-time video streams over a
bandwidth-limited, unreliable networking environment. Unlike traditional locationbased routing algorithms using greedy routing schemes [KK00, YGE01] this work
introduces a concept of “deviation angle” to spread the paths in all directions by
the side of the line-proximity of the source and sink pairs. It implies that packets
along some paths are likely to be forwarded to a neighbor with a greater distance
from the sink. To deal with route coupling [PHST00] issues caused by interference
between packets transmitted over different paths, the authors separate physical paths
as far as possible. When a node receives a path setup packet, it calculates its virtual
coordinates based on the location of the upstream message sender, destination, and
itself. The origin of the virtual coordinates is at the upstream node’s location and a
reference line (x-axis) is fixed by upstream node and sink node. The angle between
the x-axis and the line segment of the receiving node and the upstream node is then
obtained. The upstream node chooses the node whose angle is least different from
the “deviation angle” as the next hop. Deviation angle is controlled by a function
with respect to hop count to ensure that the path will eventually converge to the
sink. DGR uses the node’s location to identify different sensor nodes. Instead of
using pure location for routing decision, DGR introduces deviation angle-controlled
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routing to find detours. This idea is efficient for establishing multiply separated paths
from source to sink. The video data can then be subdivided into multiple streams
and transmitted through multiple disjoint paths to the sink.
The TPGF routing protocol [SZZ+ 08] is another example of a greedy locationbased scheme.

In order to solve the hole-bypassing problem [FGG04, YLC+ 07,

JWWG07], TPGR proposes “step back and mark” process to explore possible paths
to the base station and guarantees to find a route to the destination as if one exists. This protocol is designed to execute multiple times to find multiple disjoint
paths from source node to sink node. However, unlike the scheme utilized by Chen
et al. [CLMY07] which introduces a way to separate paths as far as possible, on the
contrary, this scheme put these paths as close as possible to the centerline which can
cause very severe path coupling problems.
According to the above analysis, location-based routing schemes are application
independent. Moreover, the information required for data routing is simple and localized without necessary knowledge of the global network topology. But some variants
are not entirely practical. For example, most location-based routing exploits GPS
data that is often unavailable due to cost or indoor locations. Another problem
for location-based routing is to deal with network holes. An efficient hole-bypassing
algorithm is very important for location-based data routing over WVSNs.
3.1.3

Hierarchical Addressing Techniques

Yet another routing scheme is based on hierarchical addressing. The basic idea of
hierarchical addressing and routing is to group sensor nodes into multiple clusters
based on some assignment criteria. A cluster “head” is selected to coordinate communications inside a cluster and amongst different clusters. LEACH [HCB00] is a
milestone protocol in this area and it inspires a large number of hierarchical routing
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protocols for wireless sensor network. The idea of LEACH is to form clusters based
on radio signal strength and to use local cluster heads as routers to the sink. This
scheme saves energy by simplifying routing in a locality and managing the propagation of data that must traverse multiple clusters. The optimal number of cluster
heads is estimated to be 5% of the total number of nodes. All the data processing
such as data fusion and aggregation is local to the cluster. The assignment of cluster
head is rotated in order to share the energy burden of this function.
Akkaya and Younis [AY03] provide a three tier network architecture to route data
as illustrated in Fig. 3·1. Before network operation is established, sensor nodes are
grouped into clusters. Each cluster has a gateway node. Sensor nodes only route
data to the gateway nodes, and gateway nodes are responsible for routing data to the
central command node. The sensor nodes do not require globally unique IDs. The
path setup process is a centralized scheme. The cluster’s gateway node is assumed
to know the cluster’s topology and link state between any two nodes inside a cluster.
The idea is to find a detour path to the gateway instead of transmitting data directly.
However, the authors neglect the fact that all the sensor nodes of a cluster are inside
the radio range of the cluster head and can thus potentially cause severe interferences
for concurrent data transmissions toward the gateway.
Politis et al. [PTDK08] describe another hierarchical video data routing scheme.
The network architecture setup is a slight modification of architecture of LEACH.
Instead of using a direct link between a cluster head and base station for data collection, cluster heads are allowed to establish links to each other. Hence, a video sensor
node can select a number of available paths through other cluster heads in order to
transmit its data to the base station. This modification decreases the transmission
power of a cluster head for shorter-range communication and saves energy. This paper
can be recognized as a complementary work of Akkaya and Younis [AY03]. Instead of
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Figure 3·1: Three tier network (Adapted from [AY03])

addressing routing inside a cluster, Politis et al. propose a scheme to address routing
from cluster head to a base station. The algorithm is adapted from the work of Chen
et al. [CCL04] and it uses a centralized algorithm based on the knowledge of the
network topology, link capacity and link delay. Unfortunately, the scalability of such
routing algorithm is not sufficiently addressed.
Besides the communication management benefit, another inspiration for video
delivery with hierarchical network architecture is efficient for redundant data removal.
High data rates of a video stream inevitably will cause rapid energy consumption by
sensor nodes. To avoid node failure and network disruption due to battery depletion,
an aggregation-driven routing scheme is proposed. In a hierarchical network, nodes
from lower level send their data to higher-level nodes for data aggregation. Nodes
at a higher level are then responsible for comparing and removing redundant data
from each stream and compressing the data before sending them to their upper-level
controllers. Navda et al. [NKGI06] propose one such routing scheme. The basic
idea is to merge multiple flows at early stage of data transmission and form spatially
separated paths to minimize inter-path radio interference. The root node first floods a
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message to setup a spanning tree. Source nodes attempt to send data to the neighbors
of the root through nodes which are not carrying any flows and do not have contending
transmitters in their radio range. If the node cannot find such path, it will route to
the nearest node that carries the fewest flows. Unlike traditional schemes which route
data through disjoint paths, this scheme tries to merge data at an early stage of the
data transmission and form spatially independent routing paths.
From the above analysis, the main advantage for building a hierarchical network
topology is for data fusion and data transmission management. However, the data
fusion costs for video are not very carefully studied in these prior works. According to
Liu and Das [LD06], the fusion cost of video can be equivalent to that of transmission.
The shortcoming of hierarchical network organization is the unbalanced network load
distribution across participating nodes. Such a network would result in unfair resource
consumption for different nodes in different layers.
3.1.4

Global ID Addressing Attempts

The absence of globally unique IDs prevents the integration of WSNs and IP-based
networks. In order to solve this issue, schemes have been investigated to assign unique
network-wide IDs [DBHR05]. However, these ideas face the risk of incompatibility
with the established standards of the Internet communication protocols. Another
viable approach is leverage IPv6 to identify a sensor node; a sensor node can concatenate its cluster ID with its own MAC address to create a full IPv6 address. However
the 16 byte address field of IPv6 potentially introduces excessive overhead in each
data packet, but in this way, the existing Internet solution for video transmission can
be adapted to video transmission over a wireless sensor network.
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3.2

Energy Efficient Routing Techniques

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, energy consumption is always the primary
concern of wireless sensor network application design. This section considers recent
efforts in energy-efficient routing.
The energy saving idea from GEBR [LGZ07] is to send data through the path
with the shortest length and most longevity. The longevity of a path is measured
with Minimum-Path-Energy (MPE), which is the minimum energy of all the nodes
along a path. The interest message generated by a sink destination contains hop
count requirement, MPE value, and path length. When a source node receives a
set of interest messages, it calculates the maximum value of the MPE from different
paths whose path length is smaller than the hop count requirement. The hop count
requirement is a proxy for a real-time streaming requirement. The authors assume
that a path with fewer hops will yield the lowest data transmission delay. Afterwards,
the source station sends exploration data that contains the maximum MPE value
(BMPE value). The node only forwards the exploration data to its upper stream
node if the neighbor’s energy is larger than the BMPE value. This process ensures
that exploration data only goes through the most survivable path and balances the
traffic load. However, the pure BMPE-based routing does not consider problems with
packet collision. If multiple source and sink nodes exist, the BMPE path will carry
a heavy load and interfered by other BMPE paths causing significant packet losses,
delay, and energy waste. Fig. 3·2 and Fig. 3·3 illustrate examples of BMPE generation
and optimal path selection:
Wang et al. [WML07] consider energy conservation via the reduction of packet
retransmissions in the presence of node failures. A synchronized and pipelined transmission scheme is proposed with flow control. They use a secondary buffer to ensure
the maximum retransmission distance is not more than twice the size of the failed
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Figure 3·2: BMPE generation (Adapted from [LGZ07])

Figure 3·3: Optimal path selection (Adapted from [LGZ07])
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node’s buffer. However, it is not clear for the scalability of their synchronization
requirement. The flooding of synchronization messages will not be efficient for large
networks. Instead, synchronizing node for a particular route seems more feasible and
efficient. Buffering packets at the neighboring nodes is a good idea; however, the
means to update the data in secondary buffer according to the data update of the
primary buffer is not demonstrated.
Cosma et al. [CPCT06] propose that every node maintains a record of their neighbors’ energy level and hop count to the server. Any node with a relatively high energy
(> 20%) will be in the candidate set for next hop during routing. The candidate with
smallest hop count will be chosen as the next hop. This solution, although more conformal to energy fairness on a per hop basis, does not prevent instantaneous overuse
of a path. Moreover, for long-lived video streams, there can be significant change in
energy levels for nodes participating in multihop routing. How to adapt to short-term
energy change and contention for shared paths are not considered.
Based on the first-order radio model [HCB00, SCK06, FGG04], Shu et al. [SZZ+ 08]
derive the node energy consumption rate as a function of data rate and radio transmission range. The objective of this work is to manipulate the radio transmission
range to satisfy the energy consumption constraint to achieve a target network lifetime. Results indicate that a greater transmission range leads to a lower latency. A
node will prefer to use the maximum radio range if the corresponding node energy
consumption rate is lower than the expected rate. The radio range and energy consumption rate are computed based on two critical terms: the energy cost to power the
transmitter circuitry to send one bit, and the energy cost for transmitter amplifier
to send one bit. These two terms are difficult to measure; inaccuracies will interfere
with the success of the routing algorithm.
Politis et al. [PTDK08] introduce the cluster-head energy consumption model.
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The authors propose a packet-scheduling algorithm that allows a source node to
drop packets queued for transmission in order to avoid downstream congestion. This
congestion control strategy is conducted with considerations of the residual energy of
the cluster-heads along the path.
Akkaya and Younis [AY03] address energy efficient routing in the context of a
single cluster. They assume that all sensor nodes in a cluster are within the radio range
of its associated gateway. A link cost function is defined based on the consideration of
delay, residual energy, distance, and other factors. The gateway node is assumed to
know all link states; Dijkstra’s algorithm is applied to find the least cost path between
sensor nodes and gateways. The gateway continuously monitors the available energy
level of every sensor node active in data processing, sensing, or relaying. Rerouting
is triggered by the depletion of energy for an active node. But the details of the node
residue energy monitoring and energy metrics are not disclosed in this paper.
In summary, we find some practical limitations of many of the exiting energyconstrained routing techniques. Either there is no clearly established energy metrics
or the existing metrics are difficult to obtain robust measurements. Designing a
practical energy consumption model and residual energy monitoring protocol would
be very helpful for energy-efficient video data routing.

3.3

QoS Techniques

Video and audio data transmission requires certain quality of service (QoS) achievement in a WVSN, especially when streamed continuously. For example, a streamed
video must deliver each frame to the user on-time to achieve continuous playback.
Unfortunately, there are many uncertainties in WVSNs that can cause significant delay and compromise video playback quality. In the following we discuss techniques
that have been to deal with these challenges.
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Multi-Path/Multi-Priority
The first class of QoS provisioning routing techniques improve the end-to-end data
delivery delay for video streaming applications via a combination of the path formation and packet scheduling strategies. These works usually explore multiple paths
between source and destination and select the best ones to improve video streaming quality. The packet scheduling scheme is based on the importance of the data
packet. If a network congestion is expected, the least important packets could be
dropped to relief the network load without major data delivery performance downgrade [SZZ+ 08, PTDK08].
Li et al. [LNLL08] propose to deliver MDC-coded data through multiple selected
paths to overcome packet loss due to network congestion and transmission delay.
Cross-layer design and disjoint routing path selection are combined to provide better
QoS. During the path exploration period, the algorithm tags identified paths to place
in a pool and sorts them in an ascending order according to the path length. The first
N shortest paths that satisfy the data delivery cost constraints are selected to route
data. N is a slight larger than the required number of paths for the transmission,
since some candidate paths may not be reinforced if disjoint nodes cannot be found
or the delay exceeds the playback deadline. During the path reinforcement stage, if
two nodes happen to reinforce the same node, the second reinforcement will be nullify
to ensure disjoint path selection and avoid routing loops. To deal with bottleneck
problem shown in Fig. 3·4, Li et al. [LNLL08] eliminate the existence of bottleneck
links via a node deployment density control.
DGR [CLMY07] uses multi-path transmission to achieve low latency. A FEC
coding scheme is used to recover data due to packet loss or data corruption. Although
multi-path transmission can expand available bandwidth, it does not demonstrate how
to resolve interference between adjacent data paths that converge at the destination.
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Figure 3·4: Network bottleneck scenario (Adapted from [LNLL08])

Base on TPGR [SZZ+ 08], L. Zhang et al. [ZHS+ 08] use a multi-priority multipath selection scheme for video streaming for WSNs. In this work, a priority index
is assigned to different paths based on end-to-end delay. Streams are identified and
prioritized based on their ability to monitor an event. Streams are also split into
audio and video components. A mapping scheme is implemented to assign a higher
priority path to a higher priority stream. This technique lacks the discussion of the
time complexity for its path discovery algorithm and the interference management
between adjacent disjoint paths.
Akkaya and Younis [AY03] propose a link cost function that considers link delay.
The idea is to adjust the bandwidth split ratio r to let the average end-to-end delay
satisfy the delay requirement. The average delay estimation is based on an implied
assumption that each packet could be delivered to the destination through multiple
hops without any corruption or loss. If packet collision or loss exists, the average delay
of each packet will increase beyond their model’s prediction and cause inaccurate
calculation of the bandwidth split ratio value r .
Politis et al. [PTDK08] propose to transmit the most important video packets
through multiple paths to the destination to achieve a QoS target. A video distortion
model presented by Politis et al. [PTP+ 07] is applied to estimate the importance of
different encoded video packets of the H.264/AVC stream. The algorithm developed
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by Fang et al. [FGG04] is used to find multiple paths from source to destination that
can satisfy the video bandwidth requirement. A baseline packet-scheduling algorithm
is introduced to manage the transmission by dropping excessive video traffic based on
the packet importance. For further improvement, the authors developed an packetscheduling scheme that factors the residual energy of cluster heads in the algorithm.
This approach can reduce the distortion of the decoded video sequence by deciding
which and how many packets will be dropped according to transmission rate limitations and power failure of the nodes prior to transmission. Politis et al. [PTDK08]
borrow the multi-path formation scheme developed by Chen et al. [CCL04]. The path
formation algorithm considers two factors: end-to-end delay and aggregate bandwidth. This scheme guarantees to find multiple paths from source to destination that
satisfy the bandwidth and delay requirements. However, due to the uncertainty of
wireless channels, the actual throughput of the multi-path is usually less than the
aggregated value. This work is also limited to single stream applications that rely on
distortion-reduction algorithm for a specific video encoding scheme.
A rate-based flow control algorithm called doubling and reducing-by-half is proposed by Navda et al. [NKGI06]. By monitoring the throughput of per-flow at the
root, the source is allowed to double the load of the flow until the throughput of
other flows is influenced and dropped under a threshold. Thereafter, the source node
reduces load in the next step to half of the previous incremental load until throughput per-flow matches again. Packet scheduling based on packet delay requirements
and flow priority is proposed to improve data delivery performance which will drop
packets in a early stage during data delivery to manage network congestion.
Chai and Ye [CY07] adapt Internet streaming models to the wireless mesh context.
Each node is assumed to have a unique IP address. Data consumers contact a central
server for authorization and channel setup. The central server coordinates different
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video servers to stream video data to the corresponding users. A media transfer server
working at background covert the various multimedia file formats to the internal
streaming file format and upload data to the distributed file systems or data storage
center. The authors adapt RTSP/RTP protocols used in Internet video streaming
to stream the video data over wireless mesh network. The only difference is that
the underlying transmission mode of RTP packet is replaced by TCP connection
to overcome the high error rate and bandwidth fluctuation of the wireless channel.
Authorization process and packet scheduling algorithm for multi-users are introduced
to solve the challenge brought by RTP-on-TCP transmission such as robust and
secure connection, delay jitter and system blocking issues. Non-important packets can
be dropped before transmission to avoid potential network congestion and improve
network performance.
Congestion Control
Congestion control can improves data delivery performance in throughput achievement. Congestion control manages sensor node contentions over a shared media for
data transmission in wireless sensor networks to lower the probability of network congestion. In Recent years, a class of works known as back-pressure algorithms [TE92]
have received much attentions for jointly routing and scheduling over multi-hop wireless networks to achieve optimal network throughput and load balance for data delivery. This type of algorithms is based on the algorithm introduced in [TE92] to avoid
network congestion and achieve network stability.
Jiang and Walrand [JW10] propose a distributed MAC scheduling algorithm to
realize the maximum throughput of the network. The algorithm is combined with congestion control to achieve the optimal utility and fairness of competing flows. However
the analysis is based on idealized CSMA model and the practice and implementation
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complexity is not properly addressed.
Wan et al. [WEC03] propose a medium sampling algorithm for congestion detection in CODA. In particular, each node periodically samples the medium during a
sensing epoch (defined as a multiple of the packet transmission time), and calculates
channel loading conditions based on the number of times that the channel state is
busy. Once congestion is detected, a node needs to notify its upstream node of the
congestion status. Once the congestion happens the congested node will send a message to the upstream node to stop data transmission and the congested node also
stop receiving any incoming packets until the transmission load is reduced. A pitfall
of this strategy is that the feedback message to the upstream nodes is not guaranteed
to be delivered under network congestion. When congestion happens, it is very hard
for the congested nodes to grab the medium and send out the message [LPC+ 09] and
this issue can be exaggerated when the carried flow is bandwidth consuming video
streams.
Wang et al. [WSL05] propose SenTCP to capture early signs of network congestion
and avoid congestion collapse. SenTCP requires nodes to periodically issue feedback
signal which carries local congestion degree and buffer occupancy ratio. Based on
this information, neighboring nodes are able to adjust their sending rates and relieve
congestion at its early stage. However, using explicit periodical feedbacks increases
network control overhead.
Although back-pressure algorithms can achieve optimal throughput of the network, it is not attractive to apply these algorithms for the network congestion management over WVSNs. Back-pressure algorithms based on [TE92] exploit all feasible
paths between each source and destination to maintain the network stability and balance the network load. Such extensive exploration can cause packets to be sent over
unnecessarily long routes with unacceptable end-to-end delay for streaming appli-
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cations [YSR09]. Further, many back-pressure congestion control algorithms involve
cross layer optimizations based on simplified media access models [JW10]. It is a challenge to implement back-pressure algorithms on real systems and achieve comparable
results declared in the theoretical analysis and simulations [WJHR09]. In addition,
back-pressure algorithm will drop packet at random locations on intermediate nodes
during the transmission [TE92]. However, video packets usually depend on each other
to be able to decode at the receiver. The missing of one important data packet will
result in the useless of a group of data packets [LPC+ 09]. Dropping packets in the
middle of data delivery will delay the retransmission of important packets for video
decoding. As opposed to back-pressure algorithms, in this dissertation we will present
a simple congestion control strategy. It is easy for implementation. It applies a simple distributed TDMA based packet scheduling strategy to yield predictable data
delivery throughput performance. This TDMA packet scheduling strategy can be implemented as software on off-the-shelf wireless hardwares as demonstrated in [DM09].
This congestion control strategy limits the occurrence of network congestion only appears at the beginning of the data path for a single stream scenario and at the first
mutex pair for concurrent data streaming scenario over adjacent paths. This early
stage congestion control strategies facilitate quick retransmission of the important
packets from the video source node to improve video delivery performance.

3.4

Admission Control

Recent years, admission control algorithms have received much attention to provide
improved data delivery performance via allocating sufficient bandwidth resource to
data flows. Admission control algorithm over contention-based access networks such
as wireless sensor networks can improve the predictability of the data delivery performance [OL10] and provide end-to-end data delivery QoS guarantees. The resource
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allocation for admitted data flows in admission control algorithms is based on the estimation of available bandwidth. In this section we introduce the related techniques
to achieve admission control.
Lee et al. [LAZC00] present the design, implementation, and evaluation of INSIGNIA, an IP-based quality of service framework that supports adaptive services
in mobile ad hoc networks. The framework is based on an in-band signaling and
soft-state resource management approach that is well suited to supporting mobility
and end-to-end quality of service in highly dynamic environments where the network
topology, node connectivity, and end-to-end quality of service are time varying. The
admission control in this framework allocates resource for an end-to-end data flow
based on the measured channel capacity/utilization for all the nodes along the route
and requested bandwidth. If the minimum available bandwidth of the nodes along
the route is larger than the requested bandwidth, this data flow will be admitted
otherwise it will be rejected. But this work focuses on high level issues and do not
address the bandwidth allocation and estimation for end-to-end data flows.
Mas et al. [MK07] describe a probe-based admission control scheme for differentiated Internet services that offers a reliable upper bound on packet loss, as well as
small end-to-end delay and delay jitter. The admission control supports host mobility
and multi-cast communications without adding any complexity to the network nodes.
The host sends probe packets before starting a new session to measure the data path
capacity and decides about the flow admission based on statistics of probe packet
loss.
Sun et al. [SCY+ 05] propose a comprehensive solution for the end-to-end data
path capacity estimation for WSN named SenProbe. SenProbe relies on the time
dispersion between estimation packets to provide data path capacity estimation for
WSN. It estimates the maximum achievable rate between two endpoints in wireless
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sensor networks by injecting packet trains and analyzing the dispersion between the
packets. The length of this packet train depends on the interference range and the
transmission range of the specific radio technology.
Pathrate [DRM01], Pahtload [JD02] are tools have been developed to facilitate
direct measurement of data path capacity. However, according to the study of Gupta
et al. [GWMC], measurements of available capacity in wireless networks often give
inaccurate results especially for multiple hops.
Unlike active measurement strategies that send probe packet to measure data path
capacity directly, Ahn et al. [ACVS02] propose SWAN, a stateless network model
which uses distributed control algorithms to deliver service differentiation in mobile
wireless ad hoc network. SWAN estimates the data path capacity based on the local
monitor of the traffic rate and employ a sender based admission control strategy.
The admission controller located at the source node sends a request packet toward
the destination node to estimate the end-to-end bandwidth availability. Available
bandwidth is estimated according to the difference between a predefined data path
congestion rate and current traffic rate. Once the request packet traversed the entire
data path the minimum bandwidth (bottleneck bandwidth) will be obtained by the
admission controller to make admission decisions.
Kazantzidis et al. [KGL01] measure the available bandwidth in terms of permissible throughput. It provides a mechanism to measure the link utilization within a
window of packets, by calculating the idle time and the window duration as time
progresses, and shows that it provides a robust and correct permissible throughput
measurement. [KGL01] demonstrates a timely propagation mechanism to inform end
nodes about the permissible throughput for a data path. Such information can be
leveraged by admission controllers to provide data delivery guarantees for admitted
data flows.
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Although [ACVS02] and [KGL01] provide end-to-end bandwidth estimation for
data flows according to their simulation results, the admission controller only makes
decisions based on the available resource on the local node along a route. However,
in wireless sensor networks, the data transmission on a local node will also consume
the bandwidth of its neighbor nodes. Bandwidth allocation for a single flow should
not only satisfy the capacity constraint of the local route but also must not exceed
the bandwidth capacity of adjacent routes.
Yaling et al. [YK05] improve [ACVS02, KGL01] by allowing its admission controller to consider both local resources and resource at neighbor nodes when making
admission control decisions. Contention-aware admission control protocol (CACP)
estimates the available capacity by measurements from each node of the amount of
time that channel is busy. Active and passive strategies are introduced to get the
available bandwidth not only for local route but for adjacent ones. Accurate capacity
information feedback at the admission controller avoid incremental resource allocations violating the network capacity constraints and maintain a desired quality of
service for concurrent data flows
Compared to above techniques, admission control strategy present in this dissertation employ an end-to-end monitoring and measuring mechanism to estimate
achievable throughput performance of a potential data path which is more responsive for data delivery QoS over wireless sensor network for the admission decision
making. Previous works of admission control [LAZC00, MK07] employ a greedy resource allocation strategy to admit additional data flows as long as the measurement
of available bandwidth can satisfy the initialization requirement of a new data flow.
However, the measurement of bandwidth is usually not very accurate [GWMC] and
the sensor network environment may change greatly during the data delivery session.
Moreover, delivery of a single video stream is likely to take up the entire path ca-
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pacity of a low rate wireless sensor network that employs 802.15.4 communication
protocols. Therefore, instead of adopting greedy resource allocation strategies, our
admission controller conducts a more conservative scheme that allows at most two
video streams to be carried by a single node. Our scheme performs admission control at both node and flow levels with straightforward approach where the decision
to either accept or reject an admission request is based on accurate estimation of
achievable data flow throughput performance along a route. The throughput estimation in our admission control is not based on the active measurements of a data path
that involve injection of extra probing packets [MK07, SCY+ 05, DRM01]. We exploit
off-line throughput computation based on queuing models to minimize the estimation
overhead. Simulations demonstrate that the combination of our admission control and
congestion control strategies improve the predictability of throughput performance of
a route and result in accurate and timely end-to-end throughput estimations to make
admission decisions.
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Chapter 4

Analytical Model
4.1
4.1.1

Introduction
Motivation

With the development of low-power, low-cost CMOS imaging sensors, there is a great
potential for multimedia streaming applications of wireless sensor networks (WSN).
Examples include homeland security, ecological habitat monitoring, traffic management, etc. The typical operation of these applications is for a sensor to capture video
and audio and to send them in a compressed form to a consumer elsewhere on a wired
or wireless network. Data is not necessarily buffered for time-shifted delivery but are
instead available for immediate delivery, in real-time, once data begin to arrive at the
receiver.
SensEye [KGSL05], and Panoptes [FKFB05] are two early efforts in this research
direction. SensEye is a scalable multi-tier sensor network with three different platforms, low power mote, more capable stargates, and embedded computers running
Linux to support an object detection application with video cameras from low resolution to high resolution. Panoptes is another example of building scalable video capturing systems over wireless sensor networks using off-the-shelf hardwares. Panoptes
employs 802.11 communication protocols to deliver video data and SensEye improves
video delivery latency with a mix of 802.15.4, 802.11 and Ethernet communication
protocols for different network tiers. Although these system implementations demon-
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strate the capability of a wireless video sensor network, the data transmission challenges for video delivery especially over bandwidth constrained wireless sensor networks are not substantially investigated.
4.1.2

Challenges

Bandwidth Constraint
A typical wireless video sensor network is comprised of tens of hundreds of sensor
nodes which are small in size with limited computation capability and equipped with
low power communication radios. Usually, there is only one channel with limited
bandwidth shared by all the sensor nodes for communication. However, the bit rate
of a video stream is usually several orders of magnitude higher than scaler data such
as temperature, light intensity delivered over traditional wireless sensor networks.
Transmission of a single video stream can easily consume the entire capacity of the
data links along the data path. The conflicting constraints of the wireless channel and
the data rate requirements of video are the primary challenge here, but are exacerbated by simultaneous streams in the same delivery infrastructure. As a consequence
multiplexing a sensor node to deliver the data for multiple concurrent video flows will
not improve data delivery performance. On the contrary, it increase the probability
of network congestion. Additional base stations can be leveraged to support multiple
concurrent data streams. Mobile base station deployment converts the traditional
WSN data deliver model from many-to-one to one-to-one model that maximize the
available bandwidth for each stream.
Congestion Control
The high bit rate of video data delivery and multi-hop transmission make the WVSN
prone to congestion due to both intra-flow and inter-flow interference. The congestion gets more serious when there are multiple flows and traffic. Network con-
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gestions in sensor network are usually resolved via congestion control algorithms.
Traditional congestion control algorithms based on back-pressure [WEC03, BJB04]
are reactive algorithms that achieve hop by hop on/off flow control. Congested nodes
send a transmission-off signal to neighboring nodes and stop accepting further packets. When the load reduces, a transmission-on signal is sent and packet flow resumes [Jai92]. Such control strategy is not appropriate for bandwidth consuming
video data delivery. First given that all the sensor nodes only share one radio channel to communicate, once the congestion situation happens, it is very difficult for
the congested sensor node to access the media and send the signal message to the
upstream nodes. Second, back-pressure algorithm is intended to achieve the optimal
throughput and network load balance for the entire network which compromises the
data delivery delay for local streams [YSR09]. The random packet forwarding strategy
based on sensor node buffer differences makes it difficult to provide QoS guarantee for
individual streams. The extra storage space required to buffer video packet on sensor node increases the cost of network operation and the random location for packet
drop increases the challenge of data delivery management. Moreover, back-pressure
algorithms involve cross layer optimizations that is complicated for implementation
on real systems to realize its unrealistic assumptions [WJHR09]. As a consequence a
simpler and easy to be implemented congestion control scheme over real systems is
preferred for video streaming applications over WSN to improve throughput performance for individual video streams.
Cost-Efficient QoS Provisioning with Admission Control
In this dissertation, our objective is to provide throughput guaranteed data delivery
for individual video streams via admission control strategy with optimizations for data
delivery cost. However, guaranteed throughput performance of video data delivery is
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difficult to achieve due to the lack of management of intra-flow and inter-flow interferences. To support QoS guarantees for end-to-end flows, network congestion control
approaches need to be combined with admission control which supports end-to-end
resource allocation along the route of a flow [YK05]. Moreover, we explore the option
of deploying mobile base stations to improve the video delivery performance. Mobile
base stations are employed in many previous works [WBMP05, GDP04, RDPV] to
optimize the data transmission efficiency but the price of mobile base station deployment in these applications are ignored. In this dissertation, our path formation
algorithms cooperate with simple admission and congestion control strategies to form
throughput aware data paths that are constrained by the cost of data delivery considering both nodes’ energy consumption and mobile base station deployment expense.
Contributions
In this chapter we first propose a single path throughput estimation model that suppresses intra-path interference with a distributed TDMA packet scheduling scheme
and a simple congestion control strategy at the beginning of the path. This simple congestion control strategy avoids data congestion at the intermediate nodes by
dropping packets only at the beginning of the path and does not require extra storage
space on the sensor nodes to buffer congested packets. Video packets usually depend
on each other to be able to decode at the receiver. The missing of one important data
packet will result in the useless of a group of data packets. Compared to random
packet drop locations for back-pressure algorithms, dropping packet at the beginning
of the path as in our strategy improves the data delivery performance by allowing
quick retransmission of the important packets from the source. A simple admission
control strategy is applied to prevent sensor nodes adjacent to an active data path
from concurrently transmitting video data. It allocates entire data path capacity to
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carry a single video stream with the propose of providing the best end-to-end data
delivery throughput performance for individual video streams. This simple admission control strategy eliminates the inter-flow interferences and enables single path
throughput estimation model to make accurate end-to-end throughput performance
estimation. This estimation model can be employed by path formation algorithm to
construct isolated throughput-aware data delivery paths for video streaming applications.
Extending this throughput estimation model for isolated data paths we present
a complimentary data transmission interference paradigm to estimate data delivery
throughput via handling more complicated video streaming scenarios. This paradigm
quantifies end-to-end video streaming throughput degradation under transmission
contention over adjacent data paths. Similar to congestion control in a single path
estimation model, a simple mutex system based congestion control scheme is proposed
to avoid network congestion at an early stage of data delivery. This congestion control
strategy guarantees that the packet drop only happens at the first pair of mutex
systems along the path. An admission control scheme is combined to allow at most
two adjacent data paths to have tolerant inter-flow interferences and avoid network
congestion on the intermediate nodes. It enables the model to precisely estimate
throughput performance of a route according to factors such as path positions, data
transmission rate, and length of concurrent data paths.

4.2

Network Model and Assumptions

This section introduces the basic elements of the network model that form the fundamentals of the analytical throughput estimation paradigms. The network structure,
the mobile gateway deployment considerations, the radio model assumptions and
evaluation metrics are demonstrated in details in this section.
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4.2.1

Network Structure

In this dissertation, we assume that the video sensor network is a homogeneous fully
functional network. It implies that the sensor nodes in the network are identical to
each other, and are capable of video sensing, computing and communication through
radios with low data rate. The network has a flat architecture form a mesh network.
Each node in the network can only communicate with its neighbors. A multi-hop
data path is on demand to delivery data packets from source to the destination if the
destination is out of communication range of the source node. Each sensor node plays
the role of both a video source and a data relay node and multiple video sources may
concurrently send packets to the gateway through the same infrastructure. However,
the data produced by these video sources has the potential to overwhelm existing
wireless infrastructure. This scenario arises and is particularly severe when multiple
sources attempt to share a common path in a multi-hop mesh network. As a result,
an exclusive multi-hop data path is dedicated to each video stream intended to satisfy
bandwidth requirement of the video streaming application. However, in this network,
traditional sensor network data extraction paradigm with single network gateway is
not appropriate to support multi-stream, multi-source video delivery applications.
We explore the option of using distributed mobile base stations to enhance the data
egress of the network and load balancing. Fig. 4·1 demonstrates the data delivery
scenario in this network architecture.
In Fig. 4·1, node S is a sensor node equipped with a video sensor. Node D
is the primary mobile station to extract data from the WVSN. Node D is out of
communication range of Node S, therefore, video streaming data from node S will
travel through a multi hop path before reaching node D. The routing algorithm
is required to identify a data path that will satisfy the throughput requirement of
the streaming application. Unfortunately, if multiple data sources are concurrently
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Figure 4·1: Data Delivery Scenario in WVSN

streaming video data to the same base station, the node near the primary base station
will become heavily loaded and a bottleneck of the network. As a result, we explore
the opportunity of sending more capable mobile base stations to take over the data
forwarding near the primary base station.
4.2.2

Mobile Base Station Placement

Mobile base stations have been leveraged to improve the energy efficiency in previous
works [VVVV05, WBMP05, YLC+ 02, KAK03, RDPV, GDP04]. These works solve
the network life time optimization problems under the constraints of the mobile base
stations’ positions. Some works as in [YLC+ 02, KAK03] assume random work of the
base stations, some others [WBMP05, GDP04, RDPV] assume prior knowledge of
the total number of the mobile base stations or their locations. These works only
focus on the energy optimization on the data transmission side. They ignore the
cost of the mobile base station deployment that can increase the total cost of the
network operation. In this dissertation, we have no constraint on the positioning and
the total number of mobile base stations. We explore the option of deploying mobile
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base stations to improve the data delivery performance under the constraint of data
delivery cost. The mobile base stations have direct high speed link with primary base
station. There is only one primary base station in the network. We measure the
cost of the mobile base stations’ deployment with their distances from primary base
station. In this dissertation, we identify positions of the deployment of mobile base
stations that can minimize the cost of video data delivery combined with both data
transmission energy consumption and mobile base station deployment expenses while
achieve the required end-to-end throughput performance.
4.2.3

Radio Model and Basic Assumptions

Sensor nodes of the same network are likely to be equipped with the same radio module. In this dissertation, we assume a round radio communication range with radius
R for all video sensor nodes in the network. For simplicity, we assume that the interference range of each sensor node is the same as its communication range. Although
this assumption is a bit strong it can be relaxed in our routing solution in Chapter 5.
We assume that all the sensor nodes within the network share the same channel for
communication. Sensor nodes can not transmit and receive data at the same time.
These assumptions are complied with the communication characteristics of wireless
sensor networks constructed by commercial sensor platforms such as Mica2, MicaZ,
and etc. We use classical free space model to approximate the radio propagation:
P ∝

1
r2

(4.1)

The power density P of an electromagnetic wave is proportional to the inverse of
the square of the distance r from a point source. Based on this radio propagation
model, we classify two radio interference scenarios the heavy interference and the light
interference demonstrated in Fig. 4·2. In the heavy interference scenario, signal of
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Figure 4·2: Interference Scenarios

packet B is treated as a noise at the receiver for packet A receiving. Since B is generated near the receiver (inside the receiver’s communication range), the SNR (Signal
to Noise Ratio) of at the receiver is low, so that packet A is likely to be corrupted
by the interference from B. In the light interference scenario, signal of packet B is
still treated as a noise at the receiver for packet A receiving. However, packet B is
generated far away from the receiver (outside the receiver’s communication range),
the SNR at the receiver is high, so that packet A can be correctly received. The
interference from packet B is negligible. As a result, in this dissertation, we assume
that the simultaneous data transmission within the communication range (interference range) will cause packet collision at the receiver. Concurrent data transmission
from outside of the receiver’s communication range will not interfere with the data
receiving process.
Some other basic assumptions of WVSN include:
• There are m source nodes and one primary base station.
• The location of the primary base station is known in advance to all the sensor
nodes.
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• There are m throughput requirements (QoS) with respect to m video sources.
• In network video data processing has already been done and all the content of
m source nodes wants to be delivered to primary base station.
• It is an option to dynamically deploy mobile base stations to collect information
with a deployment cost.
• Mobile base stations have direct high speed data links to the primary base
station.
• Each sensor node can be awakened while receiving a wake up packet similar
to [KGSL05]. So that sensor nodes can be put on sleep mode to save energy
and awakened to form video streaming data paths on demand.

4.3

General Data Transmission Model and Metrics

Our objective is to develop a dynamic path formation algorithm to satisfy video data
delivery requirements per-stream and meanwhile lower the cost of video data egress
of the entire network. In the following we propose the metrics to evaluate the data
transmission model and quantify the data delivery cost.
• Throughput: Throughput is the main metrics to quantify the performance of
the data delivery per stream. The degradation of throughput is also a good
reflection and measurement of the radio interferences.
• Mobile Base Station Deployment Cost: Since previous works [YLC+ 02, KAK03,
GDP04] do not consider the expenses of mobile base station deployment for their
data transmission optimizations. In this dissertation, we estimate the mobile
base station deployment cost with the distance between the mobile base station
deployed location and the location of the primary base station. Mobile base
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stations are usually dispatched from primary base station to collect data, the
further the mobile base station deployed the higher the cost will be.
• Data Transmission Cost: This metric is used to measure the energy cost due to
data transmission. In wireless senor networks, most sensor nodes are operating
at a very low duty cycle to save energy. Data transmission is the major consumer
of the sensor node’s battery life. We estimate the energy cost of data delivery
for a sensor node with its activation duration for video data transmission.
Before we introduce the general data transmission model, we first list the notations
adopted in this section as follows:
k: Number of active video source nodes in the network
np: Number of active paths within the network
Ci : Quantity of video content to be delivered along path i
T Pi : Throughput of path i
Di : The ith mobile base station deployment cost measured with distance between primary base station and mobile base station
ai : The factor for throughput of source node i
µi : The throughput requirement/threshold for source node i
ni : Number of nodes along path i
Ti : Data transmission cost for path i measured with the summation of all node’s
activation time along a path
Based on previous mentioned three metrics, we further present a derived metric:
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• Path Transmission Cost: This cost is a measurement of energy consumption
of the entire data path during the data transmission period. We employ the
summation of average node activation time along the path to indicate the energy
consumption as shown in Eq. (4.2):

Ti = Ci · ni /(T Pi )

(4.2)

The objective of the path formation algorithm is to find a series of data paths
in the network to facilitate the streaming application of the k source nodes’ video
content to the primary base station or mobile base stations. The data delivery via
these data paths must satisfy the throughput requirements and meanwhile achieve
cost-efficient data delivery. The data delivery cost is quantified by the average packet
delivery cost including transmission cost and mobile base station deployment cost per
packet.
We can represent the general data delivery model as two interactive models, interference model and data transmission model as shown in Fig. 4·3. The data transmission model is the main system we are going to build to characterize the end-to-end
throughput performance of the entire data path. The interference model will quantify
the negative consequences on the throughput performances of the data transmission
model caused by radio interferences.
As a consequence, our goal can be expressed mathematically as to develop a packet
forwarding and mobile base station deployment strategy that achieve the objective
function given in Eq. (4.3) to obtain minimum value of the weighted sum of average
transmission cost per packet and the average mobile station deployment cost for each
packet.
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Figure 4·3: General end-to-end data transmission model

min{W ·

np
X
i=1

(Ci ni /T Pi )/

np
X

Ci + (1 − W ) · (

i=1

m
X
i=1

Di )/

np
X

Ci }

(4.3)

i=1

subject to T Pi ≥ µi
W ∈ (0, 1) W eight F actor
The first term on the right side of the objective function is the average transmission
cost per packet and the second term is the average mobile base station deployment
cost per packet.
In order to find the strategy to solve this objective function, it is necessary to
derive the mathematical data transmission model to accurately characterize the endto-end throughput performance of the entire data path. We discuss the details of the
development of the data transmission model in Section 4.4 and 4.5

4.4

Data Path Transmission Model without Interference

Developing a data transmission model under radio interferences is challenging. According to our analysis, the radio interferences of the data transmission can be classified into two distinct interference types, intra-path transmission interference and
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inter-path data transmission interference with the following definitions.
• Intra-Path Data Transmission Interference: This kind of radio interference is
originated from the data transmission on the sensor nodes along the data path.
Since all the sensor nodes share the same radio channel the concurrent data
transmission and receiving caused by inappropriate packet scheduling scheme
on the sensor nodes along the data path will result in packet collision during
the packet forwarding.
• Inter-Path Data Transmission Interference: This kind of radio interference is
caused by the concurrent packet transmission on the neighbors of the senor
nodes along the data path. The concurrent packet transmission is likely to be
heard by the sensor nodes due to our radio interference model in Section 4.2
along the data path and thus corrupt the forwarding packet.
It is not straightforward to find the solution of building transmission model under
the above radio interferences. As a consequence, in this section, we simplify the
modeling of data transmission regardless of the inter-path radio interference. This
model is appropriate for the singleton video streaming application over WSN where
only one data streaming path exists in the network. This model can also be applied to
multiple video streaming application scenario where each video stream is physically
positioned far away from each other and the interference among different streams is
insignificant. In this case, the data transmission we can achieve along a data path
is to form a pipelined data forwarding under a interference constraint illustrated in
Fig. 4·4:
Since all the sensor nodes share the same radio channel and without losing any
generality we assume that the interference range of each sensor node is only one hop.
Node A is the source of the video deliver path. At time T0 , Node A begins streaming
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Figure 4·4: Data transmission model

video to Node B until T1 and then Node B needs to relay the data to Node C. When
Node B is sending data during the interval from T1 to T2 , Node A has to stop sending
data to Node B since Node B cannot receive any data during its transmission period.
At time T2 , Node C successfully receives the relayed data and starts sending it to
Node D. Given the one-hop interference range assumption, although Node C is out of
interference range of Node A, it is still in interference range of Node B. In this case,
Node A still needs to keep silence during Node C’s transmission stage. Otherwise, the
simultaneous transmission of Node A and Node C invokes mask node problem at Node
B so that Node B cannot correctly decode Node A’s data. At time T3 , when Node D
starts relaying data to Node E, since Node D is out of communication/interference
range of both Node A and Node B, from time T3 to T4 both Node A and Node D
could simultaneously transmit data.
This scenario implies that only nodes which are three hops away from each other
can be simultaneously active to send data. The best transmission scheme is to synchronize the nodes that can concurrent transmit/receive data with minimum distances
in between.
As a result if we assume that each link has the same data transmission delay,
then the maximum throughput of the path is equal to the throughput of the system
consisting of nodes A, B, C. However, the maximum throughput achievement requires
high level of sensor node synchronization that is expensive for ad hoc network en-
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vironment [YK05]. In this dissertation generalize our analysis by introducing some
probability models.
In the following we define some terms will be used in our analysis:
• Independent Nodes: Nodes in a path which can transmit data simultaneously
• Channel Reuse Space (CRS): the minimum distance between two adjacent independent nodes along the path. In the above optimum scenario the distance
D is the CRS.
• Packet Loss: A packet is considered lost if it is not received, not correctly
received or received beyond the deadline.
In order to analyze the throughput of the entire data path, the straightforward
approach is to study the packet transmission on the sensor nodes along the path.
However, this approach is very tricky. The challenge of the analysis is caused by
the dependency of the data transmissions on adjacent nodes along the path. Take
Fig. 4·4 as an example, if Node A is sending data, Node B can only receive data,
and moreover Node C is suppressed from transmission as well to avoid packet loss
at node B. In order to alleviate the data transmission dependencies, we leverage the
property of independent node. We cluster the independent node with its subsequent
nodes prior to the next adjacent independent node.
This cluster forms a new data transmission system. Since the independent nodes
can transmit at the same time, in other words, the data transmission in one system
will have no impact on the data transmission in others. This new system can be
employed to simulate the behavior of the data transmission from one independent
node to the next independent node. Therefore the path can be modeled as a tandem
queue of the systems demonstrated in Fig. 4·5.
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Figure 4·5: Tandem queue model of data path

Figure 4·6: Illustration of queuing systems

The systems I1 , I2 , I3 ... represent the systems beginning with the first, second,
third independent node. The processing time of each system equals to the packet
transmission time from current independent node to the next independent node.
According to the model above, a packet collision can happen in two places, inside
the system and at the edge of the system. However, since the system is small in size,
the independent node can employ an packet scheduling scheme to manage the data
transmission inside the system. The independent node is the head node inside the
small system as shown in Fig. 4·6. If the packet scheduling scheme can eliminate the
packet collision inside the system, the packet collision only happens at the edge of
the systems. This approach enables us to model every system along the path as a
queuing system, and use queuing systems and tools to conduct the analysis.
We observe that the packet collision probability at the system edge is closely
related to the states of the independent nodes. Finding the probability of those states
which would cause packet collision at the independent nodes will guide our way to
find the packet collision probability at the system edge, in general we call these states
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collision states. If the packet arrival process to the system is a Poisson process and is
independent of the packet scheduling of the system, the packet collision probability
can be equivalent to the equilibrium distribution of the collision states according to
PASTA [Ber92].
There are four states of the independent node:
• Idle State: The independent node can receive packets and forward packets
immediately after correctly receiving required number of packets
• Mask State: The independent node can not correctly receive packets due to a
neighbor’s transmission
• Wait State: The independent node may receive packets but cannot forward
these packets immediately since these packets can not be correctly received at
the receiver. Since we do not assume extra buffer space on sensor nodes to cache
data, we disable packet receiving in Wait State.
• Busy State: The independent node is busy sending data and can not receive
packets.
We assume the average packet arrival rate of the system is λ. The state transition
diagram of the system is demonstrated in Fig. 4·7.
Where λ is the arrival rate of the current queuing system which equals to the
departure rate of the previous queuing system. For the first queuing system, λ is
equivalent to the delivery rate of the source node. We also assume that the packet
loss is mainly due to the collision and interference, thus the departure rate of the
queuing system is λ(1 − p(collision)). µ1 is the transmission rate of the independent
node, µ2 is the rate that the data is forwarded to the third node of the queuing
system. µ3 is the rate that the data is forwarded outside the queuing system.
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Figure 4·7: State transition diagram

However the challenge is to calculate the collision probability based on the equilibrium distribution of the independent node’s states. Generally speaking, the collision
probability is not equal to the equilibrium distribution of these collision states unless
the arrival is Poisson arrival [Ber92]. Even if the initial arrival is exactly Poisson
process for the first system along the path, the departure process of the fist system
will likely lose the Poisson property unless the system service time is independent
exponential random variable and we have unlimited queuing buffer according to the
Burke’s theory [Ber92]. The calculation would be complicated and impractical. Thus
we turn to a new practical queuing model approach.
We notice that among the states of the independent node, only idle state can
receive incoming packet. If we consider the state transition at a system level, the idle
state is equivalent to the situation that there is no packet inside the queuing system,
the remaining states are equivalent to the situation that there is one packet inside
the system. We can characterize our system model as follows: an incoming packet
will be served only if the system is empty otherwise the packet will be dropped. If
we assume the arrival process is a Markov renewal process and the system service
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Figure 4·8: Queueing models of data path

time of each packet is iid random variable, then we could leverage G/G/1/1 [Ber92]
queuing model to characterize our first queuing system along the path. And our path
transmission model is concatenated queuing systems as shown in Fig. 4·8.
To characterize the rest of the concatenated queuing systems and apply the appropriate queuing models to analyze the path transmission, we develop our first theorem.
Theorem 1 If the Input process of the G/G/1/1 queuing system is a renewal process
the output process of the G/G/1/1 queuing system is still a renewal process given that
the service time of the system is constant.
Proof : Let us denote some random variables used in our analysis as follows:
Sk : Service time of the kth accepted packet in the system.
Ai : Inter-arrival time between the ith and (i + 1)th packet arrival
Dk : Inter-departure time between the k th and (k + 1)th accepted packet by
system
Without loss of any generality, we assume that An is the inter-arrival time between
the k th accepted packet by the queuing system and the next packet arriving the
system. We derive Dk in Eq. (4.4):
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(4.4)

If we assume that the service time of each system is a constant S, then Dk can be
simplified in Eq. (4.5)
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(4.5)

If the arrival process of the queuing system is a renewal process, Ai are i.i.d.
random variables and Sk is constant, then Dk is also a series of i.i.d. random variables
expressed in Eq. (4.5). As a consequence, the departure process of the queuing system
is also a renewal process. This conclusion proves Theorem 1.
In this case, we can model all the rest of concatenated queuing systems to be
G/G/1/1 queuing models, and our path transmission model is a cascade of G/G/1/1
queuing systems as shown in Fig. 4·9
Let us denote the CDF of the Dk as F (t), then F (t) can be expressed with
Eq. (4.6), where P r stands for the probability:
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Figure 4·9: G/G/1/1 Tandem queue model of path

F (t) = P r(Dk < t)
= P r(S < An ) · P r(An < t) +
P r(An < S < An + An+1 ) · P r(An + An+1 < t) + ...
n+l−1
n+l
n+l
X
X
X
+P r(
Ai < Sk <
Ai ) · P r(
Ai < t) + ...
i=n

i=n

(4.6)

i=n

We can take the Laplace-transform of F (t) as L(F, s). If L(F, s) is second order differentiable, we can derive the expected inter-packet departure time and the
corresponding variance in Eq. (4.7), Eq. (4.8):

E(Dk ) = −

V ar(Dk ) =

d[s · L(F, s)]
|s=0
ds

(4.7)

d2 [s · L(F, s)]
|s=0
ds2

(4.8)

Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) enable us to estimate the average data throughput and
variability of a single queuing system along the path. However, it is still tedious to
apply Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) on every queuing systems along the path in order to
characterize the throughput performance of the entire data path. Fortunately, the
constant service time of every queuing system along the path is a nice property that
can be leveraged to develop our second theorem to simplify our analysis.
Theorem 2 The data output process of the first G/G/1/1 queuing system along the
path is identical to the data output process of the last G/G/1/1 queuing system along
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the path if all the queuing systems along the path have identical constant service time.
Proof : We denote the following variables:
• S: Service time of each queuing system along the path
• Aik : Inter-arrival time between the k th and (k + 1)th packet arrival of the ith
subsequent system along the path
• Dki : Inter departure time between the k th and (k + 1)th accepted packet of the
it h sub system along the path
Given that the departure process of the ith queuing system along the path is exactly
the arrival process of the (i + 1)th system, we have
Ai+1
= Dki
k
As each subsystem will take a constant time S to forward the packet then:
Dki > S ⇒ Ai+1
> S ⇒ Ai+1
= Dki+1 ⇒ Dk1 = Dk2 = ... = Dki = Dki+1
k
k
Hence the inter-departure time of the first queuing system along the path is exactly
the inter-departure time of the last queuing system along the path. Therefore it is
also the output process of the entire path.
According to the above two theorems, to characterize the throughput of the entire
data path is equivalent to characterize the throughput of the first subsystem along
the data path. Therefore, Eq. (4.6), Eq. (4.7), Eq. (4.8), derived for a single queuing
system are also applicable for the throughput analysis of the entire data path. Both
the expectation and variance of the inter-departure time of the first queuing system
along the path are exactly the same as that of the entire data path. The throughput
performance can be accurately estimated using Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) and it is
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independent of the path length. This property enables routing algorithm to find
a detour when there is a network congestion or form isolated concurrent streaming
paths to avoid inter-path interference and meanwhile provides guaranteed end-to-end
data path throughput performance.
Both above theorems are based upon an important requirement of constant service
time for each queuing system along the path. We propose a practical TDMA-based
distributed packet scheduling scheme to satisfy this critical. The details of this packet
scheduling scheme are discussed in our routing algorithms in Chapter 5.
Admission Control to Achieve Single Path Transmission: To achieve the
single data path transmission scenario that can apply Eq. (4.6), Eq. (4.7), Eq. (4.8)
to estimate the throughput performance, we introduce an admission control strategy. Admission control for the single path transmission model consists of two levels
of admission, per-hop admission and source node admission. Per-hop admission is
first performed on intermediate node of a potential route. It allows an intermediate
node to admit a new video stream if and only if the node is not carrying any data
stream and the neighbor nodes under the interference range of the current node is
also not serving any active streams. The intermediate sensor nodes only need to
monitor local information (including the states of neighbor nodes) to make per-hop
admission decisions. If all the intermediate sensor nodes along a route pass the perhop admission criteria, the source node admission control will be performed. Source
node computes the throughput performance of the potential data path according to
Eq. (4.6), Eq. (4.7), Eq. (4.8) and admits this new video stream for the route if
the throughput estimation satisfies the application requirements. Per-hop admission
control eliminates the interference among concurrent streams and enables the incremental data flow admission without any negative impact on existing data deliver
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performance of video streams. Source node admission guarantees that the sufficient
end-to-end bandwidth resource will be allocated and provides data deliver QoS assurance in throughput achievement for admitted data flows. Our source node admission
exploits off-line throughput computation based on our single path transmission model
to minimize the estimation overhead.

4.5

Data Transmission Model with Inter-path Interferences

As previously described, the model in Section 4.4 only works for single data path.
In this section, we quantify the impact of adjacent data streams in terms of end-toend path throughput. This is done under an assumption of a Poisson packet arrival
from the video source. We assume that (1) the radio range of each sensor node is
identical; (2) a single radio channel is shared by all sensor nodes; (3) simultaneous
radio transmission within one node’s radio range causes packet collisions at the node;
(4) concurrent radio transmission outside the node’s radio range does not interfere
with the packet receiving at the node.
We start analysis by considering only two adjacent data paths. Two adjacent data
paths scenario is a basic scenario to deal with inter-path interference measurements.
And inter-path interference scenarios involving more than two paths are not likely
to provide satisfied end-to-end throughput performance for our WVSN applications.
Thus in this dissertation we concentrate our analysis of inter-path interference on only
two adjacent data paths. An admission control strategy is also developed to cooperate
with path formation algorithms to avoid the occurrence of inter-path interference
scenarios involving more than two paths.
In Section 4.4, we model a single data path as concatenated queuing systems;
therefore, two disjoint data paths can be represented by two separate series of concatenated systems as shown in Fig. 4·10. Instead of studying the interferences among
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Figure 4·10: Path interference model

sensor nodes from each path, we quantify the interferences among different queuing
systems along each path.
In the following we introduce some definitions used in our model:
• Mutually Interfered Data Paths: Two data paths are considered mutually interfered if there is at least one node of a data path locating in the interference
range of some other node in the other path. Naturally following this definition,
we introduce a definition for mutually interfered systems.
• Mutually Interfered Systems (MIS): System A along path 1 and system B on
path 2 are MIS if at least one node of system A locates in the interference range
of some node in System B.
• Mutex System: System A along path 1 and system B on path 2 are mutex
systems if system A and system B are mutually interfered systems, arrival packet
for either system A or B will not be admitted (will be dropped) unless both
system A and B are empty and system A and system B do not belong to the
same path.
Due to the fact that our queuing system is relatively small (roughly a size of node’s
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Figure 4·11: Mutex pair equivalance

interference/communication range), the data transmission in one of the mutually
interfered systems is likely to corrupt the concurrent data transmission in the other.
Moreover, to analyze the worst case scenario of the data path throughput, we consider
all the mutually interfered systems in our model as mutex systems.
Note that two disjoint paths can have many mutex system pairs and packet collision can happen at any of the mutex systems. However, since mutex systems can
only have one system working at a time, we can equate the first pair of mutex systems
as one single system. If we apply a path formation algorithm to avoid establishing
two disjoint concurrent data paths and forward data stream from path 2 to the first
mutex system along path 1 as shown in Fig. 4·11, we can remove the packet collision
issues for the rest of mutex systems according to Theorem 2 and share a common
section for both paths to deliver video data.
We assume that the packet arrival of our data path from the video source is
a Poisson process. By leveraging our previous transmission model in Section 4.4,
we can characterize the inter-packet departure time distribution of the first queuing
system along our data path. The expectation of this variable can be expressed in
Eq. (4.9):

IDT = C + E(λ)

(4.9)

IDT represents the inter-departure time of the first subsystem along the data
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path. If there is no interference between paths, this departure time is also the end
to end inter packet departure time of the entire data path. C is a constant which
is the service time of the first subsystem along the path. Due to the distributed
TDMA based packet scheduling scheme on each subsystem, the service time of all
the subsequent systems along the path are identical and equal to C. E(λ) is an
exponential random variable with mean 1/λ, where λ is the packet arrival rate of the
first subsystem along the data path.
In this section, we link the throughput degradation to the interference between
data paths. Moreover, the interference between two data paths is also associated with
the relative path positions. If we merge adjacent data paths at the first mutex system
of a path as shown in Fig. 4·11, according to Theorem 2, the output process of the
first mutex pair is exactly the output process of the entire path.
The output process of the first mutex system pair is related to their relative
positions. We classify three basic mutex system positioning scenarios to estimate the
throughput degradation on the mutually interfered data paths.
Scenario 1: Both mutex systems are the first systems of their corresponding data
path (Fig. 4·12).
In this scenario, the packet arrival process of each system in the mutex pair is
a Poisson process. We represent the state of the mutex pair as (N1 , N2 ), where N1
is the number of packet being forwarded in the system S1 in Fig. 4·12, and N2 is
the number of packet being forwarded in the system S2 . Since S1 and S2 are mutex
systems, at any time there is at most one packet being forwarded in either of the
system. N1 and N2 are either 1 or 0 but cannot be 1 simultaneously. As a result we
can draw the state transition diagram in Fig.4·13.
Because the arrival process of each system in the mutex pair is a Poisson process,
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Figure 4·12: Scenario 1 of first pair of mutex systems on interfered
paths

Figure 4·13: State transition diagram of mutex pair in scenario 1

the state transition of the mutex system pair can be identified as an alternating
renewal system [Ros95]. We derive the probability that a system is idle at time t in
Eq. (4.10) based on the renewal theory [Ros95]:

P (t) =

E(Systemisidle)
E(Systemisbusy) + E(Systemisidle)

(4.10)

E(systemisidle) is the expected time for system is idle. If we assume the average
packet arrival rate of each system in the mutex pair is λ1 and λ2 respectively, then
we can derive P (t) in Eq. (4.11):

P (t) =

1
C(λ1 + λ2 ) + 1

(4.11)

C is the constant service time of each queuing system, the average rate (throughput) of each data path can be expressed in Eq. (4.12), Eq. (4.13):
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Figure 4·14: Throughput performance for different service rate

T P1 = λ1 · P (t) =

λ1
C(λ1 + λ2 ) + 1

(4.12)

T P2 = λ2 · P (t) =

λ2
C(λ1 + λ2 ) + 1

(4.13)

If we fix the arrival rate of one mutex system and change the rate of the other one,
the throughput of the path with fixed arrival rate will decrease inversely with respect
to the arrival rate of the other system. The Fig. 4·14 shows examples of fixed rate
system throughput degradation with respect to different arrival rates at the interfered
system and different values of service time. In this graph, λ1 is fixed λ2 is varied from
2 to 30 packets per unit time.
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Figure 4·15: Scenario 2 of first pair of mutex systems on interfered
paths

Scenario 2: One of the mutex systems is at the beginning of its corresponding data
path and the other one is in the middle of the path (Fig. 4·15).
In this scenario, the packet arrival process for the first data path from src1 is still
a Poisson process, however, the packet arrival process of the second data path is not a
simple Poisson process. Actually the packet inter-arrival time of the second data path
is a random variable. It is a summation of the constant queuing system service time
and an exponential random variable. This exponential random variable is equivalent
to the inter-arrival time from src2 due to memory less property of Poisson packet
arrival. As a result the expectation of the exponential random variable is an inverse
of the packet arrival rate from src2 .
In this scenario, we still represent the state of the mutex pair with (N1 , N2 ) as the
same as in scenario 1. According to the renewal theory [Ros95], if we prove that the
system restart itself during the state transition, we can still leverage the Eq. (4.10),
Eq. (4.12), Eq. (4.13) to estimate the throughput of the data path.
In fact there exists a state transition renewal circle of the first pair of mutex
systems. The first pair of mutex systems restarts its state transition whenever a
packet is accepted at the system S2 on the second path.
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Figure 4·16: State transition diagram of scenario 2

The state transition diagram is expressed in Fig. 4·16:
In this diagram, the reason that we distinguish the state (1, 0) is to consider the
different arrival situations at the second path during the packet serving at the first
path. The packet arrival at the second data path during this period can affect the
next packet arrival interval distribution since the arrival process of the second path
is not memory less. It is difficult to compute the average time for the state transition
renewal circle. So we decide to find a good approximation to simplify the computation.
We carefully study the different situations of the packet arrival on the second data
path during the packet serving at the first path in the mutex system pair. If there is
no packet arrival at S2 during the packet serving in S1 , the next packet arrival interval
for S2 is still an exponential random variable with the same mean of the inverse of
the packet arrival rate of src2 . Furthermore, the system service time is relative small
compared to the expected packet arrival time from the source (the packet processing
time should be smaller than the packet arrival time for stable system), the packet
arrival interval at S2 is likely to be dominated by the exponential random variable
of the packet inter-arrival time from src2 . As a consequence, we can approximate
the packet arrival process of S2 with the same packet arrival process from src2 and
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Figure 4·17: Scenario 3 of mutex system pair

Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.13) can be employed to deal with the throughput performance
estimation for this scenario. Simulation results in Chapter 7 demonstrate that this is
a good approximation.
Scenario 3: None of the mutex systems is at the beginning of their corresponding
data paths (Fig. 4·17).
In this scenario, neither of the packet arrival process of the mutex system pair
S1 and S2 is Poisson process. Base on the analysis in Scenario 2, we know that the
packet arrival interval for both S1 and S2 is a random variable which is a summation
of the constant service time and an exponential random variable. The corresponding
exponential random variables of S1 and S2 are identical to the packet inter-arrival
time from src1 and src2 respectively.
The state transition of the mutex pair in this scenario is complicated since the
packet arrival process to the mutex pair does not possess any memory less property.
Due to the same reason we have addressed for the inter-arrival time approximation
of S2 in Scenario 2, we approximate the inter-arrival time for S1 and S2 with the
corresponding Poisson packet arrival process from src1 and src2 respectively and
leverage Eq. (4.12), Eq. (4.13) to estimate the throughput of the data paths in this
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scenario. Simulation results in Chapter 7 also demonstrate that the approximation
applied in this scenario can provide accurate end-to-end throughput estimation.
Admission Control to Achieve Adjacent Path Transmission: To achieve
the adjacent data path transmission scenario with tolerant inter-flow interference, we
apply a extended admission control strategy as introduced in single path transmission
scenario. This strategy still consists of two levels of admission, per-hop admission
and end node admission. Per-hop admission allows an intermediate node to admit
at most two video streams. The sensor nodes along an existing route will be allowed
to admit only one additional video stream if the neighbor nodes of the route is not
carrying a third active stream. The sensor nodes between the new source node src2
and the nearest head node in S1 as shown in Fig. 4·11 will be allowed to admit the
new video stream if and only if the node is not carrying any data stream and the
neighbor nodes under the interference range of the current node is also not serving
any active stream. If all the intermediate sensor nodes pass the per-hop admission
criteria, the destination node and new source node src2 in Fig. 4·11 will perform
end node admission. The destination node will allow sensor nodes along the existing
route to admit new video stream from src2 if the throughput estimation derived from
Eq. (4.12) satisfies the application requirement. Src2 will allow sensor nodes of the
new route to admit new video stream from src2 if the throughput estimation derived
from Eq. (4.13) satisfy the application requirement. Per-hop admission control in
this strategy allows at most two adjacent streams to interfere with each other and
end node admission makes sure the sufficient end-to-end bandwidth resource will be
allocated and provides data delivery QoS guarantees for admitted data flows. Our end
node admission also exploits off-line throughput computation based on the adjacent
data transmission model that minimizes the estimation overhead.
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Chapter 5

Routing Solution
In this chapter we propose a benchmark isolated data routing algorithm to achieve
throughput-guaranteed video data routing for video streaming applications over wireless sensor networks. The benchmark data routing algorithm is developed based on
the data path transmission model in Section 4.4. This benchmark routing algorithm
constructs a data path with required throughput yield based on end-to-end data path
throughput estimation. The benchmark routing algorithm clusters sensor nodes along
a data path to form small queuing systems. Inside each queuing system, a distributed
TDMA-based packet scheduling scheme is employed to manage the packet forwarding
process individually. These small queuing systems are modeled as G/G/1/1 systems
as we described in Section 4.4 and the data path turns into a concatenation of these
systems. The theoretical analysis derived in Section 4.4 based on G/G/1/1 system
enables the benchmark algorithm to estimate the throughput of a data path and
make routing decisions. According to the Theorem 2 in Section 4.4 the throughput
of the data path constructed by the benchmark routing algorithm is independent
of the path length. The Benchmark routing algorithm eliminates interferences between data paths to provide QoS for data path throughput achievement via data
path isolation strategy. It can incrementally construct new data paths in the network
without impact on the existing data transmission. The second part of this chapter
provides an interference-tolerant data routing algorithm by extending the benchmark
algorithm. The interference tolerant routing algorithm leverages the data path trans-
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mission model with interferences in Section 4.5 to construct data paths with satisfied
throughput performance. Interference-tolerant data routing algorithm improves the
general data egress rate of the entire network with some tolerance of throughput
performance on individual streams. It allows two adjacent data streams to share an
existing data path as the data deliver infrastructure as long as the estimated throughput performance per stream still satisfies the requirement of the application. This
algorithm also limits the packet collisions and only allow the collisions to happen at
the beginning of the first pair of mutex systems.

5.1
5.1.1

Benchmark Isolated Data Routing Algorithm
Benchmark Routing Algorithm

The Benchmark Routing Algorithm is composed of two basic modules: Data Transmission Module (DTM) and Error Handler Module (EHM) as shown in Fig. 5·1.
DTM is responsible for establishing a data path for video data delivery and EHM
takes care of errors happening during data path construction and data transmission
session such as the link failures caused by wireless environment change.
DTM: Data Transmission Module
DTM takes five steps to establish a throughput requirement satisfied data path as
shown in Fig. 5·2. Once a request is initiated by a video source node to deliver data
to the gateway, DTM of the source node first sends a path setup request to acquire
an available data path between the source and the gateway. As soon as a potential
data path is obtained, DTM on each node along the path takes the second step to
form queuing systems as mentioned in Section 4.4. In the third step, DTM of the
source node computes the estimated potential data path throughput performance
based on the data estimation model in Section 4.4. If the estimation result satisfies
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Figure 5·1: Block diagram of benchmark routing

the application requirement, the source node engages in the fourth step to send data.
Otherwise DTM of the source node will clear the potential data path and request a
new data path after a random period of time. We elaborate the details of each step
in Fig. 5·2 as follows:
1. Step One : Data Path Setup Request
The data path setup request step is employed to discover a potential data path
between source node and gateway node. A geographic based greedy routing
algorithm is employed to obtain a potential data path based on sensor nodes’
states and positions. We define two sensor node states for our path set up
process to achieve the admission control we have discussed in Section 4.4: if a
node is currently delivering the video data for a specific video stream or it is
in the interference range of some nodes along one active streaming path, the
node holds a state of OCCUPY. The sensors node with OCCUPY states are
not allowed to admit new video streams. The names of these streams are stored
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Figure 5·2: Flowchart of path formation in benchmark routing
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Stream ID
Property
Stream One Interference
Stream Two Interference
Stream Three Interference
Table 5.1: OCCUPY table example

in OCCUPY table on a node. Since a sensor node can be interfered by multiple
concurrent data streams, there may be multiple entries in the OCCUPY table.
Table 5.1 is an OCCUPY table example. It indicates that the current sensor
node is in the interference range of three concurrent video streams. The ‘property’ field of the table indicates whether this node is interfered by a active data
stream (value = interference) or carry a data stream (value=serve). If the table
is empty, the node holds a state of AVAILABLE. Per-hop admission control
introduced in Section 4.4 allow a sensor node with the AVAILABLE state to
admit a new video stream.
The geographic based routing algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
A path request query is initiated by the source (ns ) and forwarded to the neighborhood. The query is intended to form a path P which is a set of nodes ns ,
n1 , n2 . . . , ni , ni+1 , . . . nd from source to gateway. The intermediate node ni
forwards the query to a node ni+1 in its neighborhood satisfying that (1) ni+1
is the nearest neighbor node to destination nd , (2) the state of node ni+1 is
AVAILABLE and (3) ni+1 is out of interference range of all upstream nodes
ns to ni−1 . The process is repeated until the path request is received by the
destination nd .
2. Step Two: System Formation
In this step, DTM cluster sensor nodes along the potential path into small
systems. Once the gateway node receives the path setup request, it replies
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Algorithm 1 Geographic Greedy Routing: GGR(S,P ,N eighbors,P re N eighbors)
Input:
Neighbor nodes states, S;
Neighbor nodes positions, P ;
Neighbor nodes, N eighbors;
Neighbor nodes of upstream nodes, P re N eighbors;
Output:
Next Hop, N ext Hop;
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

temp next hop = null;
temp next P osition = null;
next hop f lag = f alse;
N ext Hop = null;
for i = 1 to N eighbors.length do
if temp next hop is null then
if S[i] is AVAILABLE, && N eighbors[i] ∈
/ P re N eighbors then
temp next hop = N eighbors[i];
next hop f lag = true;
temp next P osition = P [i];
end if
else
if P [i] closer to gateway than temp next P osition && S[i] is AVAILABLE, && N eighbors[i] ∈
/ P re N eighbors then
temp next hop = N eighbors[i];
next hop f lag = true;
temp next P osition = P [i];
end if
end if
end for
if temp next f lag is false then
invoke EHM(Error Handler Module);
return null;
else
N ext hop = temp next hop
forward message P AT H SET U P REQU EST to N ext hop;
end if
return N ext Hop;
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back a path acknowledgment to the source node. Every node consisting of the
data path will add an entry in their OCCUPY table. Due to the broadcast
nature of the wireless media, each sensor node appearing in the neighborhood
of the new path will overhear this acknowledgment and add an entry in their
corresponding OCCUPY tables as well. These nodes with OCCUPY states are
reserved by the current data path and cannot be employed by other streams
to deliver video according to the admission control. Furthermore, given the
assumption that interference range is the same as communication range, this
sensor nodes reservation strategy eliminates the interferences between different
streams. However, this assumption can be relaxed. If we assume the interference
range can impact a sensor node that is c hop away, the sensor nodes along the
path can send a notification messages to their c-hop neighbor nodes to update
their OCCUPY tables and eliminate the inter-path interference as well. DTM
of each sensor node along the path will leverage the information of distance to
source node (in hop count) and system size to get their corresponding system
ID and relative location inside its local system according to Eq. (5.1), Eq. (5.2),
Eq. (5.3).

System Size = Interf erence Range + 2

System ID =

Hop count f rom source node
System Size

System Location = (Hop count f rom source)

(5.1)

(5.2)

mod (System Size) (5.3)

System Location indicates the relative location of the senor node in the local
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system. For example, the value 1 indicates that this node is the first node of
the local system, the value 2 indicates the second node of the local system, and
so on. This information is employed to synchronize packet scheduling in our
distributed TDMA packet scheduling strategy discussed in Section 5.3.
3. Step Three: Throughput Computation and Notification
In this step, DTM on the source node will valid the data path via throughput
performance estimation. Once the source node receives the acknowledgment
from the gateway, it estimates the data path throughput performance according
to Section 4.4. If the estimation result satisfies the throughput requirement of
the stream, the source node will send a ‘ready-to-send’ notification packet to
the gateway, otherwise the source node will engage in ‘path clearance’ step.
4. Step Four: Sending Data
When the destination receives the ‘ready-to-send’ notification from the source,
it replies a ‘ready-to-receive’ message to the source. The source then is informed
and begins streaming data to the gateway.
5. Step Five: Path Clearance
When the source node finishes data transmission or the data path does not
pass the validation in step three, DTM on the source node will send out a
P ath Clear request to the destination. Due to the broadcast nature of the
wireless communications, all the nodes along the path and their neighbors will
overhear the P ath Clear packet. The nodes overhear this message will remove
the path from their OCCUPY tables. If the interference range affects c-hop
neighbors, nodes along the path can send active messages to their corresponding
c-hop neighbor nodes to update their OCCUPY tables.
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EHM: Error Handler Module
EHM is a module that handles errors during the entire data transmission session. So
far, the benchmark algorithm can handle two types of errors: path error and link
error.
1. Path Error Handler
Since our path formation process employ a location based greedy algorithm
similar to [SZY+ 10] to search the potential path, the process will still face the
problem to avoid network holes. Solutions provided in [SZY+ 10] can be easily
incorporated into our protocol. However, our path formation is not purely depended on the location. In addition, it also takes the node’s interference range
and existing data streams into account. In our protocol, we apply a simple
iterative scheme adapt existing “step back and mark” strategy in [SZY+ 10] to
bypass the network hole. If the node faces a network hole during the data path
construction period, it sends ‘Route Search‘ message to its previous node. This
message informs the previous node to iterate all other AVAILABLE nodes in
neighborhood to search the destination with regular greedy routing algorithm
as described in Algorithm 1. If the previous node receives a path acknowledgment from the destination during the route search, the path set up is successful
otherwise the node will recursively inform its previous hop to run this route
search algorithm until the destination is identified. Algorithm 2 depicts the
iterative route search algorithm of path error handler on the previous node.
2. Link Error Handler
One critical challenge for WSN data delivery protocol design is to battle with
the network environment change. For example, the link quality may downgrade
sharply due to radio interferences from outside of the network such as start of
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Algorithm 2 Path Search Algorithm: Path Search(S,P ,N eighbors,P re N eighbors,
N ext Holes)
Input:
Neighbor nodes states, S;
Neighbor nodes positions, P ;
Neighbor nodes, N eighbors;
Neighbor nodes of upstream nodes, P re N eighbors;
Senders of ‘Route Search‘ message in neighbors, N ext Holes
Output:
Next Hop, N ext Hop;
1: N ext Hop = null;
2: N eighbors N H = null; // holds neighbors nodes except holes
3: P ositions N H[] = null; // holds positions of neighbor nodes except holes
4: States N H[]=null; //holds states of neighbor nodes except holes
5: if Received message is Route Search then
6:
N ext Holes.add(sender of Route Search message);
7: end if
8: for i = 1 to N eighbors.length do
9:
if N eighbors[i] ∈
/ N ext holes then
10:
N eighbors N H.add(N eighbors[i]);
11:
P ositions N H.add(P [i]);
12:
States N H.add(S[i])
13:
end if
14: end for
15: return GGR(States N H,P ositions N H,N eighbors N H,P re N eighbors);
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a microwave oven. In our algorithm, we let the sensor nodes to monitor their
link quality. If the link quality drops under a threshold, the sensor node will
broadcast an ‘Edge U pdate′ message to its neighbors and previous node. The
OCCUPY nodes that contains current path in their OCCUPY table will delete
the corresponding entry. The previous node will start a similar route search
process as in Path Error Handler to find alternative route to the destination.
5.1.2

Mobile Base Station Deployment

In order to adapt our benchmark routing algorithm to handle evolving video streaming
scenarios from single stream application to multi-stream applications, we incorporate
a mobile base station deployment scheme in our benchmark algorithm to achieve
cost-efficient video delivery.
Since the neighbor nodes of an existing active data path can not be employed to
relay video data for other paths because of their OCCUPY states, the neighbor nodes
of the gateway will be suppressed from transmitting video data if the gateway is the
destination of an active data path. As a result, additional video streams cannot find
a feasible route to reach the gateway and the mobile base stations are on demand to
bridge the video data delivery.
The mobile base station deployment scheme is a slight modification of the strategy
that we have employed in Path Error Handler. In addition to recursively apply Algorithm 2 to explore alternative routes to primary base station, each network hole node
encountered during the path search period will send their location and corresponding distance from source node (in hop count) back to the source. The source node
calculates the data transmission cost based on Eq. (5.4) for every reported network
hole node and selects the least one to send data to. The source node will also inform
gateway node to deploy mobile base station to the corresponding location of the least
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cost network hole node to relay the data.

cost = W · (C · Li /T Pi ) + (1 − W ) · Di

(5.4)

In Eq. (5.4), T Pi is the estimated throughput of the potential data path, C is the
total volume of video to be delivered, Li is the number of nodes from the source node
to the corresponding network hole node i. Di is the distance between the network hole
node i and gateway. W is the weight. The first term of Eq. (5.4) on the right hand is
the potential data transmission cost measured with the overall node activation time
of the entire data path during the data transmission. The second term of Eq. (5.4)
on the right hand is the potential mobile base station deployment cost measured with
the distance between the deployment location and the primary base station. Fig. 5·3
shows an example of mobile base station deployment. In this example, the network
holes H1 , H2 , H3 , H4 , during the path search period will report their location and
distance from source to the source node. According to the computation at source
node, H1 is the least cost node to deploy mobile base station. The source node will
inform gateway to deploy mobile base station to H1 and send data accordingly.
However, this strategy is equivalent to a brute-force search of all possible routes
to the network holes to find the optimal solution. It actually builds a tree from the
source node to all the network holes. Network holes are indeed the leaves of this tree.
In the worst case this strategy is equivalent to traversing all the paths from the root
node to all the leaves of the tree. If we assume the maximum number of neighbor
nodes for a single node is N and the maximum data length is K, a node in the tree can
have at most N children and the depth of the tree is K. As a consequence, the total
number of paths from root to leaves of this tree in the worst case is O(N K ) [CSRL01].
The number of paths increases exponentially with respect to the maximum length of
a data path. In order to improve the network hole nodes search efficiency, we propose
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a new route search strategy as follows:
This new strategy can be achieved in two steps. In the first step, the source node
is notified that the destination cannot be reached. To realize this notification, we predefine a data path discovery time and a bound for the length of path construction. If
the path discovery period exceeds the time limit or the constructed data path exceeds
the given bound, the source node is informed that the destination cannot be reached.
Note that the data transmission cost via a multi-hop data path is proportional to the
length of the path given a fixed throughput performance and the cost for a multi-hop
data path transmission must be lower than the cost to deploy mobile bases station
directly to the source node to relay data. There exists an upper bound of the path
length that can be derived with Eq. (5.5). T P is the estimated throughput of a potential data path. C is the total volume of video to be delivered. L is the maximum
number of nodes along a path. Ds is the cost of mobile base station deployment
measured with distance between the primary base station and the source node. W is
the weight.
Second, once the path formation algorithm realizes that the destination cannot be
reached, the end node of the current path under construction will flood a “No Route”
message including the video source node ID and its location to inform all the sensor
nodes in the network that the primary base station cannot be reached. All the network
holes overhear this message will follow Algorithm 1 to construct data paths toward
the source node with the same parameters of path discovery time and route length
limit. The source node calculates the data transmission cost based on Eq. (5.4) for
each reported network hole node and selects the least one. The source node also
informs the primary base station to deploy mobile base station to the corresponding
location of the least cost network hole node to relay data delivery.
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Figure 5·3: Mobile basestation deployment example

Time Complexity Analysis for New Route Search Strategy: With the improved data path search strategy, if the bound of data length is L, the time for
broadcasting the notification packet to network holes is T , and the time to construct
an one-hop path is constant, the time cost to establish a single data path from a
network hole node to the source node is O(L + T ) [CSRL01]. Since all the network
hole nodes construct data paths toward the source node in parallel, the total time
to construct paths from all network holes to the source is still O(L + T ). Since T is
usually proportional to the number of nodes in the network, the time complexity in
this improved strategy that search paths in a reversed direction from network hole
nodes to the source node is faster than our previous schemes especially in large and
dense networks.

L < (1 − W ) · Ds · T P/(W · C)

(5.5)
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Figure 5·4: Interference tolerant data routing

5.2

Interference-Tolerant Path Formation Algorithm

The benchmark routing algorithm can be extended to support interference-tolerant
video streaming applications. In such applications, some interference from adjacent
data paths is acceptable as long as the estimated video streaming throughput performance still satisfy the application requirements. Such tolerance allows two video
streams to share a section of one existing path to lower data transmission cost rather
than construct two disjoint paths as in the benchmark algorithm. Fig. 5·4 demonstrates the path formation scenario of our interference-tolerant routing algorithm.
There are three main steps to set up a data path in the interference-tolerant
routing algorithm. In step one, the video source node S2 finds a temporary path
to the primary base station P and sends a request to setup the data path. In step
two, the primary base station receives the request from the video source node, it
calculates the best potential destination based on throughput and data delivery cost
estimation. Then the primary base station informs the video source node of its data
delivery destination. Usually the best destination is a head node of a queuing system
that is nearest to the new source node along an existing path. And this path is
not interfered by other streams. Node D in Fig. 5·4 is an example of such head
node. Node D is a good candidate for data routing destination of S2 attributed
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to three factors: first, node D is close to S2 ; second, the mutex system pair can
be equivalent to a single system led by node D to resolve packet collision issues as
shown in Fig. 4·11; third, as the first data path is not interfered by other streams, the
throughput performance after the admission of new video stream from S2 in queuing
systems led by node D is still likely to satisfy the throughput requirements for both
video streams. Therefore, we can share the nodes after node D along the first data
path to deliver data with good performance and save energy cost. In step three, the
video source node constructs the data path toward that destination and transmit
data.
In the following we describe the details of each step in our interference-tolerant
algorithm:
• Step One: Sending Path Setup Request
At the first step, the video node dynamically forms a temporary data path to the
primary base station using exactly the same greedy routing algorithm described
in Algorithm 1. If the route is not available, it runs the Path Search Algorithm
(Algorithm 2) to find a temporary route to a network hole node with the least
data delivery cost. Once the temporary route is established, the source node
sends a request to inform the gateway of the cost estimation of the temporary
route. The route cost estimation is calculated according to Eq. (5.4).
• Step Two: Destination Notification
Once the primary base station receives the request, it estimates the throughput performance and data delivery cost for different path construction options.
There are two distinct path construction options.
The first option is that the video source constructs a data path directly to
gateway without interfere with other existing paths and mobile base stations
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can be employed to enhance the throughput performance and bridge the network
gap. The cost of the first data path construction option is obtained from the
received request message.
The second option is to let the video source construct data path towards a
head node of a queuing system along an existing data path. The head node
must be close to the source node and the existing data path is not interfered
with other paths. This option allows the video source node to share a section
of the existing active data path for data delivery and tolerant the interferences
between the new video stream as long as the throughput performance estimation
still satisfies the application requirements. Since the head node can be close to
the video source node, constructing the data path toward the head node and
sharing existing active paths for data delivery can achieve better path setup
delay and lower data delivery cost.
To estimate the throughput and cost, the primary base station scans its existing
path information table, select a head node that is nearest to the video source
node and the data path is not interfered by other streams. Once the head
node is selected, the primary base station obtains the length of the data path
section between the selected head node and the primary base station in hop
count denoted as Nh . The primary base station also estimates the necessary
number of hops Ne between the new video source node S2 and the selected head
node D according to their distance in between. Ne is estimated with Eq. (5.6).

N e = Distance/Communication Range

(5.6)

We denote the length of the data path that the head node belongs to as L, the
residual volume of video content to be delivered of the existing stream through
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this data path as Cr , the current throughput of the existing data path as T Pc ,
the throughput estimation of the existing video stream after the admission of
new stream at the selected head node as T Pr , the throughput estimation of the
new stream as T Pn and the volume of video content on the new source node S2
as Cn . T Pr and T Pn can be obtained via Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.13). The head
node is a good data delivery destination candidate if both T Pr and T Pn satisfy
the application requirements. Otherwise a second round of head node selection
will be performed by excluding the previous candidate data path information.
Eq. (5.7) computes the data delivery cost estimation for the second data path
construction option.

W · [Cr · (
Cr · ( T 1Pr −

1
)
T Pc

1
1
Cn
−
)·L+
· (Nh + Ne )]
T Pr T Pc
T Pn

(5.7)

is the extra data delivery cost per node of the original stream

due to the decrease of the resulting throughput measured with extra node activation time.

Cn
T Pn

· (Nh + Ne ) is the estimated data delivery cost for the new

video stream. If the cost of the second option is less than the cost of the first
data path construction option obtained via received request, the primary base
station replies the information of the selected head node to the video source
node including the head node location, path ID, node ID. Otherwise it informs
the video source node to deliver data via temporary route constructed in step
one.
• Step Three: Data Path Construction
When the video source node receives a reply from the primary base station with
information of the head node, it constructs data path toward the head node with
the benchmark algorithm. All the available neighbor nodes and nodes that only
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under interference of the selected head node can be employed to construct the
path. If the path construction toward the head node fails, the video source
node will fall back to the first data construction option and deliver data via the
temporary route constructed in step one and can leverage mobile base stations
to assist the video data delivery.

5.3

Distributed TDMA Packet Scheduling with Congestion
Control

As we have mentioned in Chapter 4, the success of our data transmission model is depended on the service time variability of each subsystem. If we can construct a packet
scheduling scheme which guarantees the constant service time, then such scheme is
perfect for our throughput estimation model. Inspired by this motivation, we propose the following TDMA-based packet scheduling scheme with a simple congestion
control scheme.
1. Media Access Control
We assume that each packet has the same size, thus the slot length for transmitting one packet can be calculated according to the channel bandwidth or
manually assigned by the source node. The size (number of nodes in the queuing system) of each system can be calculated according to Eq. (5.1). Since our
subsystem is only comprised of three sensor nodes, by assigning each node a
transmitting slot, three time slots will be enough for packet transmitting in the
subsystem.
2. Congestion Control
The first node of each queuing system along the path is the head node of the
system. The head node performs a simple congestion control strategy to de-
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cide whether the received packet is dropped or forwarded. If the system is
busy serving one packet, all the packets received by the head node are dropped
due to packet corruption. No extra buffer is needed on sensor nodes to cache
packets. In order to implement this congestion control, we start a count-down
timer on the head node every time it begins forwarding a packet. The initial
value of the timer is three times of the slot length. The head node only accepts
packets when the timer reaches 0. This property is complied with our G/G/1/1
queuing system. The reason that we drop the received packets when system is
busy because these received packets are likely to be corrupted by the forwarding
packet inside the system given our shared media assumption. Simulations show
that this congestion control scheme does not have any performance degradation. Furthermore if the source node sends packets with high rate, this simple
proactive congestion control at the head node drops packet at the beginning of
the data path and avoids network congestion in the middle of the path.
3. Time Synchronization
We employ the similar time synchronization strategy as described in [DM09] to
synchronize sensor nodes within a local system. Pairs of nodes achieve mutual
synchronization by exchanging clock offsets in the network beacon messages,
similar to the Network time Protocol (NTP) [GKS03]. Unlike [DM09] that
builds a network wide synchronization tree, we only build the synchronization
structure inside the local system. Each node in the local system is only synchronized to the first node (head node) of the system and there is no synchronization
requirements amongst different systems.
Previous TDMA packet scheduling strategies in [HTLG97, CTG97] require an effective network-wide synchronization among all nodes in the network and applying
such highly synchronized solutions is expensive for ad hoc networks [YK05]. Our
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TDMA scheme employs a distributed synchronization strategy to lower the synchronization requirements. We only perform effective synchronizations within the local systems and there is no synchronization requirements amongst different systems.
Soft-TDMAC proposed in [DM09] is a good candidate for the implementation of time
synchronization inside our local systems. Soft-TDMAC has a synchronization mechanism, which can synchronizes all nodes in our system to within microseconds of each
other and it is a software based TDMA and can be implemented over off-the-shelf
hardware.
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Chapter 6

Network Reprogramming Framework for
Wireless Sensor Networks
Another challenge of WVSN applications is how to efficiently disseminate the program code in the network which can be adapt to the improvement of the sensing
algorithm, environment change, application adjustment, and etc. In this section, we
propose network reprogramming framework to implement flexible and efficient code
dissemination across the WSNs.

6.1

Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are expected to encompass very large numbers of
devices. For example, in a building automation scenario, it is not unreasonable to
expect many sensors and actuators to exist in each room. These can be smoke detectors, light switches, lights, HVAC valves and thermostats. History shows us that these
devices continue to reduce in size, energy consumption, and improve in performance.
however, replenishment of these devices presents heterogeneity challenges as newer
devices often rely on more recent code releases or features. Thus efforts have been
applied to create code dissemination schemes that permit updates to be propagated
wirelessly, “over the air”(OTA) to all devices in the system.
However, many existing OTA schemes [HST08, SCC+ 06] are usually an all-ornothing activity for various reasons, primarily because the devices are resource limited
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Figure 6·1: WSN in building automation example

and are challenged to support large or complex process management, and because of
the goal to have predictable behavior by limiting the system to a single application.
We challenge these assumptions by targeting specific objectives:
1. Allow the WSN to support multiple coexisting missions
2. Allow the missions to be dynamically created, injected, and retired
3. Be energy efficient as a goal but not a primary motivation
A mission is defined as a WSN function, such as an HVAC-thermostat-actuator
control loop. The function is implemented by code blocks rendered and configured on
the motes involved in the control loop. These small code blocks called tasks. Thus
there can be n task instances that exist for this function on a subset of the WSN. In
order to implement this model we must achieve certain behaviors that emerge:
1. Concurrent functions: multiple control loops in the wireless sensor networks
that are non-intersecting (e.g., multiple rooms)
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2. Concurrent tasks on a device: multiple functions that leverage the same sensor
3. Baseline propagation of tasks for installation and propagation in the system
4. Injection of missions, defined by tasks, into the system for dissemination, adaptation, and execution
5. Limiting of task propagation and instantiation to the devices that need the
tasks
6. Mobile code translation to accommodate functions not known in advance
With this model, we design general paradigm for programming subsets of a WSN.
An artifact of this model is the ability, by leveraging attributes associated with devices
and their data, to form specialized communication abstractions [WM04].

6.2

Related Work

Wireless sensor networks are characterized by low cost, low power embedded sensor
devices that are network-enabled. For most applications, sensor nodes in a WSN are
initialized once and intended to operate for the duration of the application or mission.
However, shortcomings of this approach include the costs associated with implementing code updates. Thus there has been considerable interest in alternative models to
(a) reprogram, (b) design APIs for programming, (c) better map interactions among
nodes to the WSN via programming techniques. Hood [WSCB04] is a neighbor-based
programming framework addressing the latter topic. This scheme parameterizes the
network application as different attributes and provided filtering mechanism to select
and share data based on data attribute. Abstract Regions [WM04] generalize and improve the idea of Hood via abstractions above required inter-device communication.
It also considers mechanisms for data aggregation. Mate [LC02], TinyDB [MFHH05],
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Trickle [LPCS04], and Squawk [SCC+ 06] address code dissemination with a focus on
efficiency. Mate and TinyDB use high-level virtual code representations to reduce
the code transmission cost. Mate is quite functional but is limited in the scope of
instructions that can be achieved in its virtual machine and is best suited for simple
applications. Trickle improves Mate, with a remedy for simple flooding for dissemination by limiting code propagation to subsets of network nodes. Squawk introduces
Java as a WSN programming tool and uses Squawk bytecodes to transmit a program.
Unfortunately these code dissemination schemes do not support incremental application updating. [JC04] and [RL03] provide some solutions. Reference [RL03]
develops an algorithm that can efficiently encode program updates. An edit script is
generated by host program and corresponding operations are cast on each device at
the instruction level. However, this work is essentially a coding scheme with strong
processor dependencies. Reference [JC04] describes a generalized program update
scheme. Without prior knowledge of the program code structure, this scheme is designed to distribute key changes of new version of a program. However, a shortcoming
is the inability to distribute different application code to different subsets of nodes.
MOAP [SHE03] and Deluge [HC04] are two multi-hop network programming implementations. MOAP succeeds in propagating program code to a selective number
of nodes without saturating the whole network. Deluge disseminates the program in
an epidemic fashion and improves the throughput using optimization techniques like
adjusting transmission rate. Unfortunately, the required rebooting process of new
program loading degrades the performance of network application.

6.3

Task Based Reprogramming

Our proposed tasking scheme relies on three key components: (1) a decomposition of
tasks, (2) installation or injection into the system, and (3) message processing based
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on attributed data at each node. These are each discussed in detail below.
6.3.1

Task Decomposition

We seek to enable incremental, functional updates, and the ability to support concurrent missions. In our scheme we model a sensor net application as a mission supported
by a set of independent and identical tasks that are disseminated on a subset of the
WSN devices (a mission is achieved by identical tasks disseminated on a subset of all
nodes). However, this subset is guided by attributes associated with the devices and
predicates that aid in their instantiation. For example, one can envision a temperature monitoring application that is instantiated on nodes that possess temperature
sensors with two independent task modules: a routing task and a temperature measuring task as shown in Table 6.1. Other nodes in the network need only to support
the routing task. Multiple missions are achieved by the injection of multiple tasks
that are disseminated to nodes with matching attributes. The decomposition process
is based on the analysis of the running application. Right now we do not have a
general algorithm for the decomposition but we require the decomposition to achieve
the following goal. We denote the function of the running application as F (A), the
function of the decomposed task as F (Ti ), the decomposition requires that:
1. F (A) =

PN

i=1

F (Ti )

2. All of the decomposed tasks Ti form a partition of the general application A, a
partition of a set A is a set of disjoint subsets of A, whose union is A.

Ti ∈ A,

[
i

Ti = A, Ti

\

Tj = ∅, if (i 6= j)

The independence of the different tasks in the WSN benefits the task installation
since it ensures no interference with currently running tasks. Every node contains a
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Task Table
Application: Temperature Monitoring
Task One: Measure Temperature Task Two: Routing Temperature Data
Table 6.1: Task table sample of sensor network temperature monitoreing applciation
task table and tasks run in parallel on the node. Furthermore, the process of new
task installation is eased by only adding a new entry to the node’s existing task table.
6.3.2

Task Installation

Unlike existing over-the-air programming (Deluge [HC04], Squawk [SCC+ 06]) which
feeds all the nodes with the same code, we install different tasks onto different nodes
based on the predicates used in dissemination that are applied on node attributes.
Our task installation and forwarding scheme are inspired by Content Based Routing protocol proposed in [CW03]. In this scheme, a set of predefined predicates on
each node can be used to delineate a subset of nodes to target our tasks. These predicates per node are called the Installation Predicate (IP). The Installation Predicate
is defined as follows:
IP = P1 , P2 , P3 , . . . where Pi is individual predicate on each node
The Installation Predicate (IP ) over the received task code defines a task addressing
scheme.
IP (Ti ) −→ {true, f alse}
If the result is true, the node will install the received task module, otherwise the node
ignores the task and forwards it to the proper neighbors. In the forwarding process,
each node forms a Forwarding Predicate (F P ) related to each neighbor using the
algorithm proposed in [CW03]. We denote the set of all neighbors of each node as N
and give a Task module Forwarding Function (T F F ) to identify the neighbor which
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Figure 6·2: Illustration of wireless task installation

needs to receive the task module code as shown in Eq. (6.1).
T F F (Ti , F P ) = {i : i ∈ N

\

F P (Ti ) = T rue}

(6.1)

During the task installation process, there is no reboot or reset operation as associated with other types of over-the-air programming. Every application can be modified
and updated by stopping, retiring, and adding different tasks. The task installation
and deletion process is intended to leverage common data structures on each node
(e.g., neighbor connectivity information) yet not interfere with concurrent tasks. Optimization of inter-task cooperation is beyond the scope of our current scheme. The
installation process is illustrated in Fig. 6·2. Here a set of running applications is
defined by multiple tasks. The sender converts the updated task (Task 3 in Fig. 6·2)
into byte code and transmits the code over the network. The receiver converts the
byte code back to a task module and inserts the task module into its own task table
to accomplish the application updating without interfering the other running task
modules.
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Figure 6·3: Message processing within a node

6.3.3

Message Processing

In our framework, the node behaves as a message forwarder. Fig. 6·3 shows the
message-processing framework within a node. Every incoming message is first parsed
by an interpreter according to the predefined message format. The Interpreter will
then forward the message to a proper task module for further processing based on
the attribute forwarding scheme. The processed messages are all sent to a package
module for duplicate removal. This module will repackage the received messages and
forward them to other nodes.
6.3.4

Main Features of the Task Based Reprogramming

Independent tasks serve as the logical programming units mapped to nodes in the
network. The application can be easily modified or updated by installing, updating
and deleting individual task modules.
We use predicates, which are predefined installation rules, to guide the installation
of the task module. Predicates enable us to install different tasks on different nodes
based on the nodes’ property. This feature prevents the node from installing the code
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unrelated to its function and thus saves resources.
There is no reboot or reset operation on the node. The node’s function is achieved
by combining different independent and parallel running task modules together. Task
independence along with the message processing scheme guarantees that the update
of one particular task module will not interfere with other running tasks. Thus there
is no direct impact on the network’s performance.
Finally, the support for independent tasks allows the injection of multiple missions
represented by independent tasks. Different missions are achieved by injecting unique
tasks, or identical tasks with different injection predicates.

6.4

Proof of Concept Implementation of Task Based Reprogramming

We implement our framework on the Crossbow Imote2 platform with attached sensor boards. The motes were installed with embedded Linux v.2.6.14 including Java
v.1.3.0. Java is selected due to its popularity, convenient APIs, and the potential
to support code mobility. Support for handling multiple tasks is achieved via Java
multi-threading operations. Code injection is achieved with Java’s mobile code transmission architecture. However, some effort is required to adapt the Java VM to support instantiations from foreign nodes that receive injected code due to the security
compliance for Java’s dynamic class loading.
In our demonstration of the framework we program a base station with two parallel
tasks that are injected into a set of autonomous WSN nodes. The first task enables
each mote to toggle its blue LED once per second. The second task leverage the
Imote2 sensor board to periodically sample the temperature and collect temperature
reads from other nodes in the network. The node with the highest value illuminates
its red LED. We successfully inject this two concurrent tasks in both single-hop (star)
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Figure 6·4: Prototype Setup

and multi-hop scenarios in our experiments as shown in Fig. 6·4. For the single hop
scenario (Fig. 6·4), the two satellite motes are within one hop range of the base station.
We observe that the two satellite motes would install new task simultaneously which
is a gain from the code broadcast of the base station. For the multi-hop scenario
(Fig. 6·4), one of the satellite motes is out of range of the base station; the three
motes consist of a two hop network. Periodically broadcasting of task list guarantees
the more distant mote from base station can correctly install the new tasks. In our
demonstration we implement some basic Java APIs for Imote2 programming, such
as T ask interface, Sensing interface, Listening M essage interface, Data Sending
interface. These APIs could be easily ported to any other sensor nodes which are
equipped with a standard Java virtual machine. We hope in the future we can provide
additional standard Java APIs of our scheme for the users to make the programming
of WSN simpler and thus encourage more effort to be given to investigate the potential
of WSN application instead of worrying about the implementation complexity.
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Chapter 7

Performance Results
In this chapter, we present the performance results obtained from simulation for our
analytical models and proposed network code dissemination framework. We demonstrate the advantage of our distributed TDMA-based packet scheduling scheme over
traditional widely accepted CTS/RTS scheme for video data transmission by presenting resulting throughput performance comparisons in different scenarios with OPNET
simulations. The distributed TDMA packet scheduling scheme is the guarantee of the
accuracy of our end-to-end throughput estimation model. We evaluate the accuracy
of our data path throughput estimation analytical models via the comparison of the
analytical results with the simulation results. These comparisons are conducted under
two different application scenarios; isolated video stream scenario and interferencetolerant video stream scenario. Under the isolated video stream scenario, we form a
single video data delivery path from the video source node to the destination node
according to the benchmark routing strategy in Chapter 5. Under the interferencetolerant scenario, instead of forming separate data paths to support distinct video
sources, at most two video sources are allowed to share a common section of an existing path as described in interference-tolerant routing algorithm of Chapter 5 to
resolve packet collision and throughput estimation issues. The results of comparison demonstrate that our estimation maths the throughput measurements with high
accuracy.
In addition, we illustrate the simulation results for the code dissemination effi-
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ciency of our network reprogramming framework in this section. The results indicate
that our task based reprogramming framework outperforms traditional ‘over the air
code’ code dissemination strategy. At last we present a framework “Routing Algorithm Constellation Graph” to compare the performance of different video data
routing techniques. This graph makes a easy way to select the most appropriate
routing technique for a specific video streaming application over WSNs..

7.1

Performance Evaluation of TDMA Scheduling Scheme

We implement our TDMA-based media access scheme and a simplified CTS/RTS
scheme which is widely adopted for IEEE802.11 based protocols in the simulation.
We compare the data path throughput performance of the two schemes, and the
results indicate that TDMA based scheme outperforms CTS/RTS when the data
rate is relatively high. Although our model is suitable for general packet arrival
distribution, given the fact that most video streaming applications have the constant
bit rate property, our experiments focus on the data source with constant transmitting
rate.
We compare the end-to-end data path throughput performance of our distributed
TDMA scheme and widely adopted CTS/RTS scheme in two different scenarios. In
Scenario 1, the link utilization ratio is very low. The data source generates packets
with a rate of 1024 bit every 5 units time. The link capacity is 1024 bit per unit time.
The end-to-end data path capacity is 1024 bit every 3 units time. The results are
shown in Fig. 7·1. In Scenario 2, with the same link and end-to-end path capacity,
we increase the data arrival rate to the data path capacity of 1024 bit every 3 units
time. The results are shown in Fig. 7·2.
From the results, we conclude that in the low link utilization scenario (Scenario 1),
both TDMA and CTS/RTS schemes can eventually achieve the same performance,
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Figure 7·1: TDMA vs. CTS/RTS in low data rate scenario (1024 bit
every 5 units time)

however, the TDMA scheme adapts to the path capacity faster than the CTS/RTS
scheme. In contrast, the CTS/RTS scheme performs poorly in substantial high link
utilization scenario (Scenario 2). It only achieves 75% of the path capacity and also
generates jitter in the data delivery. Our TDMA scheme outperforms the CTS/RTS
scheme in both scenarios. More over the implementation of our TDMA scheme is
not difficult as discussed in Chapter 5. Our TDMA scheme avoids extra energy
consumption over handshake packets that are required for the implementation of
CTS/RTS schemes.

7.2

Accuracy Analysis for Throughput Estimation Model

In this section, we analyze the accuracy of our throughput estimation model. We
compare the analytical results with the simulation measurements under two different
scenarios: isolated video streaming scenario and interference-tolerant video streaming
scenario.
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Figure 7·2: TDMA vs. CTS/RTS in high data rate scenario (1024 bit
every 3 units time)

7.2.1

Throughput Estimation for Isolated Video Streaming Scenario

In this scenario, we form a data path with 3 concatenated queuing systems. Each
subsystem consists of three sensor nodes. According to Theorem 2 of Chapter 4,
we can derive the throughput performance of the entire path via just calculating
the throughput of the first subsystem along the path. For simplicity, we assume
the packet arrival interval of the first queuing system along the path is exponentially
distributed with mean of 10 units time, and the link transmission delay of each packet
is one unit time. Consequently, the queuing system delay by applying our TDMA
scheme is 3 units time. By taking expectation on both sides of Eq. (4.5), we derive
the theoretical expected throughput of the queuing system to be approximately 0.079
packets per second which is very close to the data path simulation measurement of
0.0784. Fig. 7·3 demonstrates the simulation results.
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Figure 7·3: Data path throughput measurement in simulation

7.2.2

Throughput Estimation for Interference-Tolerant Video Streaming
Scenario

As we have mentioned in Section 4.5, the output throughput performance of the entire
data path is equivalent to the throughput performance of the first mutex system pair
if adjacent streams can share an existing data path for video data delivery and satisfy
certain requirements. We can achieve this adjacent stream data delivery scenario
with our Interference-Tolerant Path Formation Algorithm in conjunction with simple
admission and congestion control strategies discussed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
An example of the achieved data delivery topology is shown in Fig. 7·10. Instead
of forming two disjoint data paths to the sink, Src2 leverages the path formation
algorithm to construct path toward the nearest head node of the existing path of Src1
and share a section of the existing path to deliver video data to the sink. We use this
topology for our simulations. The throughput performance estimation is related to
the location of the mutex pairs along the direction of data delivery. Approximations
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are conducted to simplify the mathematical deduction.
We compare our estimation results with the simulation measurements under the
three scenarios we mentioned in Section 4.5. We assume a Poisson packet arrival
process from both video source nodes. The simulation experiments are conducted
under two different environments. In the first environment the packet arrival rate for
both video source nodes are identical. In the second environment we use different
arrival rates for different video source node.
Fig. 7·4, Fig. 7·6, Fig. 7·8 are results for identical arrival rate situation corresponding to different mutex system pair positions elaborated in Section 4.5 where
the constant service time for each subsystem along the path is set to 3 units time,
and the average interval of packet arrival from video source nodes is 10 units time.
Fig. 7·5, Fig. 7·7, Fig. 7·9 present the results of distinct packet arrival rate situation
under different mutext system positioning scenarios mentioned in Section 4.5 where
the constant service time for each subsystem along the path is set to 3 units time
as well and the average intervals of packet arrival are 10 units time and 20 units
time for data paths 1 and 2 respectively. Our simulations are also conducted against
different data path length. The horizontal axis represents how many queuing systems
the data paths contains: a larger number indicates a longer data path. The vertical
axis represents the average packet arrival interval at the destination. Each subsystem
is comprised of three sensor nodes as described in Chapter 4.
The simulations demonstrate that our estimation model is accurate. The relatively
flat line of packet inter arrival time at the sink is also a reflection of our Theorem 2 in
Section 4.4. It indicates that the throughput of the entire data path is independent
of the path length and is only associated to the output process of the first mutex
system along the path.
In order to demonstrate that our throughput estimation for adjacent data paths
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Figure 7·4: Scenario 1 estimation results for identical data arrival
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Figure 7·5: Scenario 1 estimation results for distinct data arrival
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Figure 7·6: Scenario 2 estimation results for identical data arrival
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Figure 7·7: Scenario 2 estimation results for distinct data arrival
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Figure 7·8: Scenario 3 estimation results for identical data arrival
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Figure 7·9: Scenario 3 estimation results for distinct data arrival
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Figure 7·10: Topology of simulation for 9 nodes on each path

is not sensitive to the constant service time that we ignore for our Scenario 2 and
Scenario 3 to simplify the analysis. We conduct our simulation in Scenario 3 against
different service time ranging from 3 units time to 9 units time and the average
interval of packet arrival from both video source nodes are configured to 10 units
time. The results are shown in Fig. 7·11. From the simulation result, we can see
that a 300% increase of service time from 3 units time to 9 units time only results
in a limited (approximated 5%) inaccuracy increase for our estimation. This result
suggests that the approximation we have conducted to simplify our analysis is tolerant
and acceptable.

7.3

Network Reprogramming Framework Efficiency Analysis

We build a simulation environment for our proposed network reprogramming framework of Chapter 6 using OPNET based on grid-shaped network topology shown in
Fig. 7·12: (node 0 is the base station).
Radio transceivers in the node model have the following parameters: a 2.4GHz
center frequency, a single physical channel with a bandwidth of 5MHz, and the raw bit
rate of 250kbps. These parameters are consistent with the standard physical channel
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Figure 7·11: Throughput estimation related to different constant service time
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Figure 7·12: Grid topology for simulation

setup used in the IEEE 802.15.4 used by the Imote2s in our testbed in Chapter 6. We
also customized the receiver group pipeline stage function such that the transmission
range of a node is set to 10 meters for simulation
We conduct OPNET simulation to exam the efficiency of our proposed network
reprogramming framework. For simplicity in the simulation we do not consider radio collision problems and assume that they are addressed by an underlying MAC
layer. We regulate the size of each task to be identical and equal to 1KB. In order to
avoid the collision, we set the task advertisement period T AD T IM ER expiration
to be a random time uniformly distributed between [5, 10] seconds. When the node
receives the task advertisement, it follows the rule we introduced in Chapter 6 to decide whether to install the task based on the computation results of task installation
predicator. The node will wait a random back-off time to reply back task advertisement to avoid packet collision at the origin of the advertisement. The back-off time
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Figure 7·13: Task dissemination time (network size = 49)

is uniformly distributed between [0.2, 0.4] seconds.
We first analyze the single task dissemination time over different sized network.
We apply our task injection scheme on a square mesh network with the size range
from 4(2 × 2) nodes to 49(7 × 7) nodes. Fig. 7·13 shows the results for the largest
network size (7 × 7). From the results, we observe that a task can be completely
installed on all nodes in a 49 − node network spanning an area of 360 square meters
within one minute. This time is negligible compared to the lifetime of a typical WSN
and little impact on the overall performance of the network.
We further measure the task dissemination speed on different sized networks. The
definition of average task dissemination speed is as follows: The results are provided
in Fig. 7·14.
AV GSpeed =

T otalnumberof T askstoInstall
ApplicationDisseminationT ime

Fig. 7·14, illustrates an advantage of our scheme; the task dissemination speed
increases with the size of the network. By further analyzing the relationship be-
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Figure 7·14: Task dissemination speed w.r.t. network size

tween Task Injection Completion Time and Network size we get the results shown in
Fig. 7·15:
Fig. 7·15 demonstrates that task dissemination time complexity in our scheme
grows almost linearly with respect to the size of the network. This result indicates
good scalability of our scheme.
To demonstrate that injecting wireless sensor network applications as a composition of smaller, autonomous tasks is more efficient than injecting large monolithic
applications as a complicated heavily coupling single program we compare a sample
wireless sensor network application injection results in Fig. 7·16. This sample application is first implemented following the philosophy of task decomposition according
to our proposed framework with five independent tasks and deployed according to
our task installation scheme described in Chapter 6. The second approach installs
the entire sample application at once on each sensor node according to traditional
“over-the-air” programming scheme similar to Deluge [HST08]. Fig. 7·16 represents
the network application installation percentage against installation time for both
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Figure 7·15: Task dissemination time vs. network size

schemes across a 7 × 7 square mesh network (Fig. 7·17). The horizontal axis is the
time to install the sample application across the network and the vertical axis is the
percentage of nodes that have acquired the entire sample application. The results
favor our tasking dissemination model in terms of application installation time.
Based on the simulation results we claim that compared to the traditional program
dissemination scheme, our tasking approach has beneficial functional and performance
characteristics. Additionally, by eliminating mote rebooting processes as required for
other schemes, we can reduce the time for code installation.

7.4

Routing Protocol Evaluation Methodology

We have proposed two routing algorithm in this dissertation to enable video delivery over wireless sensor networks. There are also plenty of other algorithms as we
mentioned in related works to facilitate video streaming applications over wireless
sensor networks. However, different routing algorithms are developed under different
assumptions and targeting for different applications. It is very difficult to compare
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Figure 7·16: Task based network reprogramming vs. traditional OTA

Figure 7·17: Topology of 49 nodes
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their performances for the same application. In this section We develop a framework
to evaluate the performance of video delivery in WVSN. We measure the performance
of the video delivery based upon the network operation cost and the achieved QoS.
Network operation cost is an abstract term that captures the cost of data transmission and data gathering. Designers using our performance evaluation framework
can adapt this metric to local conditions. We select throughput as our QoS metric.
We select the throughput as our QoS metric since many existing video delivery QoS
requirements can be projected to this metric. Moreover, there are two basic QoS
requirements for video delivery applications, timeliness and reliability. Timeliness
requires that packets be delivered as promptly as possible. This requirement can
be implemented by designing a routing algorithm with prioritized packet scheduling scheme to provide a lower bound of throughput satisfying the delay constraint
of the application. The higher the video delivery throughput the more likely the
application will deliver data on time. As a result, a timeliness requirement can be
projected to our throughput requirement. A reliability algorithm leverages channel
diversity to overcome packet loss while increasing the data redundancy by exploiting
multi-path transmission. The data loss constraint in this kind of application can also
be translated to throughput constraint. We can maximize the data redundancy to
recover lost packets by designing a routing algorithm that achieves the maximum
aggregated throughput at the destination. Such conversion enables us to measure the
performance of these applications with our QoS metric.
Although achieving high QoS with less cost is an implied objective for many video
delivery applications, many existing works focus on the optimization of either the cost
or the QoS. In this framework, we present a balanced consideration on both sides.
We find that the two design factors are indeed closely related to each other. The
network operation cost unit can be expressed as “cost/second.” We rewrite this unit
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Figure 7·18: WSN routing evaluation graph

in Eq. (7.1).
cost
cost
packet
=
·
second
packet second

(7.1)

The first term on the right side is the average data delivery cost for each packet,
the second term on the right side is the throughput of the entire network, which can
be used as a QoS indicator. If we fix the network operation cost, we can plot the data
delivery cost vs. network throughput as shown in Fig. 7·18.
The different routing algorithms will achieve different performance nodes along
the black curves in Fig. 7·18. These curves are corresponding to different network
operation costs. Given a location of the performance node for a base routing algorithm
as shown in Fig. 7·18, we can divide the graph into four quadrants. If a new algorithm
performance node lies in the upper left quadrant, we can immediately conclude that
such algorithm is even worse than the base algorithm since the performance node in
this quadrant indicates higher packet delivery cost with lower network throughput.
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If the algorithm performance node is in the upper right or lower left quadrant, we
say that the new algorithm is as good as the base algorithm since these algorithms
achieve high throughput at high cost or low throughput at low cost. If the algorithm
performance node is in the lower right quadrant, we can tell that this algorithm
is better than the base algorithm. The new algorithm achieves higher throughput
performance with lower packet delivery cost. Fig. 7·18 is called constellation graph
of video data routing algorithm. This graph provides a easy way to select the best
routing algorithm for a specific WVSN application. As long as you have the values of
the two metrics of each routing technique and plot its constellation, a simple glance
of this graph can get the technique with the best performance.

7.5

Summary

The results presented in this chapter demonstrate the advantage of our provided
solutions to enable video delivery over wireless sensor networks. The distributed
TDMA-based packet scheduling scheme proposed in this dissertation provides better
video streaming performance compared to contention based scheduling scheme such as
CTS/RTS in terms of throughput achievement. It simplifies the theoretical analysis
of the throughput estimation and achieves smoother throughput curve by eliminating
the delay jitter from media access contention. The simulation results demonstrate
the accuracy of our throughput estimation model. In addition, the results also reflect
that it is possible to combine path formation, congestion control and admission control
strategies to construct data paths with throughput performance independent of the
path length.
In order to deploy the routing algorithm to the network, we propose a code dissemination framework (network reprogramming framework) in Chapter 6. Compared
to traditional “over-the-air” network reprogramming framework (e.g. deluge [HC04]),
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this new framework is faster, more flexible. The performance evaluation results indicate that the speed of the application dissemination of our network reprogramming
framework is proportional to the size of the network. The speed of the application
deployment of our framework is 4 to 5 times faster than traditional “over-the-air”
framework.
A routing algorithm evaluation tool is also illustrated in this chapter. We present
a metric to quantify different routing algorithm performances under the same application requirements. In addition, “routing algorithm constellation graph” is introduced
to compare the performance achieved by different routing algorithms. This evaluation
tool is intended to help us identify and leverage a more appropriate routing algorithm
to support data delivery over wireless sensor networks.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion
8.1

Summary

In this dissertation, we consider the problem of supporting video streaming application over wireless sensor networks. Wireless sensor networks are comprised of resource
constrained devices. They usually share the same channel with limited transmission
speed. However, the video delivery on the network requires relatively high data rate,
therefore the data sending for one video stream may overwhelm the capacity of the
wireless links and concurrent transmission of multiple such video streams will intensively interfere with each other and largely downgrade the performance of the video
streaming application. Our focus is to develop a dynamic video data routing scheme
for P2P video delivery with guaranteed throughput performance in wireless sensor
networks.
In order to achieve this objective, we first propose a data path throughput estimation model for a single stream application, where and admission control strategy
is applied to ensure only one video stream will be admitted along a data path instantiated between source and destination. In this model we group sensor nodes
along a data path into small cascaded clusters and apply queuing theory to analyze
the output process of the entire data path. We develop a distributed TDMA-based
packet scheduling scheme to eliminate the media access contention inside each cluster
and simplify the mathematical analysis. This path throughput estimation model is
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employed by path formation algorithms to construct data paths from source to destination to yield throughput-aware video delivery. Simulation results indicate that
our model is accurate and our proposed TDMA-based packet scheduling scheme is
preferred for video streaming applications. This model can also be applied to wireless
sensor network applications where video streams are isolated from each other.
Extending the throughput estimation model for singleton video streaming applications, we measure the negative impact of the adjacent disjoint data path transmission in terms of the end-to-end data path throughput degradation. We apply an
extended admission control strategy from single path transmission scenario to setup
more comprehensive interference-tolerant throughput estimation model that associate
the end-to-end data path throughput performance with the positioning of adjacent
data paths, and the transmission rate based on a Poisson packet arrival from the
video sources.
Based on the throughput estimation models, we present two routing algorithms
for video delivery over wireless sensor networks. The first benchmark routing algorithm isolates each data path to maximize the throughput performance per steam via
physically positioning each path far away from each other to eliminate path coupling
interference. The second interference-tolerant data routing algorithm allows at most
two video sources to share a common section of a data path as long as the throughput
estimation satisfies the throughput requirements of the application. This strategy intends to allow two data streams to share an existing path for the data delivery. It
is expected to lower the data delivery cost by leveraging existing data paths with
affordable throughput performance sacrifices of each stream. In addition, we explore
the option of deploying mobile base stations to elevate the performance of the video
streaming over WSNs. A new mobile base station deployment scheme is suggested to
balance the path formation delay and video delivery cost.
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Finally we present an efficient and flexible network programming framework to install the application code across the network. Following the philosophy of application
decomposition, this task-based network reprogramming framework is more adaptive
to WSN application evolution and environment change.

8.2

Contributions

1. Throughput Estimation Model for Isolated Data Path
A new mathematical throughput estimation model is proposed for single path
data transmission scenario in this dissertation. By clustering sensor nodes along
a data path into small systems, we decoupled the dependency of data transmission between adjacent sensor nodes. We transform the small systems to well
known queuing models and apply the queuing theory to accurately estimate
the throughput performance of the entire data path. In addition with the aid
of TDMA-based packet scheduling scheme on each sensor node, two important
theorems are derived as well to simplify our throughput estimation analysis and
obtain the accurate estimation.
2. Throughput Estimation Model for adjacent video streams
We present a throughput estimation model for adjacent video streams to quantify the negative impact of the inter-stream interference. This model associates
the resulting data path throughput performance to more comprehensive factors
such as the data rate of the adjacent data path, the relative locations of each
path, and etc. This model applies approximations to simplify the mathematical
analysis. The simulation results demonstrate that this model is accurate and
the approximation is reasonable. This model can be further incorporated with
our path formation algorithm to construct throughout-aware multi-hop data
paths.
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3. Benchmark Data Routing Algorithm
To guarantee the video streaming performance for each data path, based on the
throughput estimation model for isolated data path, we propose a benchmark
data routing algorithm to deliver video data over WSNs. This algorithm form
video data paths dynamically with a greedy path formation algorithm and a
path search scheme. By applying simple admission control strategy to disable
the sensor nodes adjacent to a data path under construction, this algorithm separates each data path from each other and ensures the throughput performance
of the data path.
4. Interference Tolerant Data Routing Protocol
Extending the benchmark routing algorithm, we present an interference-tolerant
data routing algorithm to allow two video streams to share an existing data
path. It is built based upon the throughput estimation model for adjacent
video streams. It is expected to lower the data delivery cost by leveraging
existing data paths with affordable throughput sacrifices of individual streams.
5. Simple Admission Control Strategy
We apply an simple admission control strategy for our video data delivery applications to allocate sufficient bandwidth resource for end-to-end data flows
and provide QoS guarantees. The admission control strategy enables the data
flows to be delivered incrementally without impact on the existing data flows’
delivery performance and the simulation results indicate that introduction of
this admission control strategy improves the quality and predictability of the
data delivery performance along a route. Our admission control algorithms
also employ an off-line throughput computation based on queuing models to
minimize the resource estimation overhead.
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6. Mobile Base Station Deployment Strategy
In this dissertation, we explore the option of deploying mobile base stations
to improve the video streaming performance. We measure the mobile base
station deployment cost to the distance between the mobile base station and
the primary base station. We propose a mobile base station deployment strategy
to facilitate cost efficient data delivery from the source node to the primary base
station.
7. Routing Algorithm Evaluation Tool
To evaluate the performance of different routing algorithms, we quantify the
routing algorithm performance with a specific metric, average data delivery
cost per unit time. Based upon a proper decomposition of this metric we develop the routing algorithm constellation graph as a tool to evaluate different
routing algorithms for the same application requirements. The routing algorithm constellation graph presents a clear way of selecting the most appropriate
routing algorithm for a specific WSN application.
8. Efficient Network Reprogramming Framework
Another important contribution in this dissertation is the development of an
efficient and flexible WSN application code dissemination framework. Due to
this framework, network updating becomes an easier job with the help of proper
application decomposition and individual updating of the task module on each
mote; run-time updating is achieved and new task installation can be executed
in parallel with other running applications; network programming and reprogramming are simplified by using Java and its standard APIs.
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8.3

Future Work

The following section summarizes some of the future works that are related to the
work in this dissertation. They are organized as extensions of work presented in this
dissertation.
1. Comprehensive modeling of data transmission interference
The interference-tolerant throughput estimation model only allows at most two
disjoint data paths to interfere to each other. The accuracy of the estimation is
largely based on the data packet arrival approximation and only three simple
data path position scenarios are evaluated in this dissertation. More comprehensive throughput estimation model is on demand to deal with data transmission
interferences involving any number of data paths and arbitrary corresponding
locations. Comprehensive interference modeling can be leveraged to develop
more general throughput-aware data routing algorithms.
2. Testbed implementation
It is necessary to develop a real testbed to make our works become practical.
This testbed can serve as a flexible platform to facilitate routing algorithm
replacement. Researchers can leverage this platform to customize their routing
algorithm for various WSN applications.
3. Comparison with real video stream traces
The analytical model and simulation is only appropriate for certain arrival
stochastic processes and some video data arrival simplifications. To compare
the real video throughput performance with the analytical results can further
provide insights for appropriate mathematical modeling improvements to the
current model. Video streaming applications always related to different coding
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schemes, many existing routing protocols are targeting for specific coding strategy. A comprehensive video streaming study with different coding schemes is
on demand to test the generality of the model.
4. Evaluation of the state-of-art routing algorithms for video streaming
applications over WSN
With the tool of “routing algorithm constellation graph,” one can easily compare
different routing algorithms for a specific WSN application. Evaluation of the
state-of-art routing algorithms under different requirements with the constellation graph will enable us to build a useful table to facilitate the fast selection
of the most appropriate routing algorithm for a given application.
5. Extending work to support multi-channel environments
Although our model is based on a single channel communication environment,
we can extend this work to support multi-channel environments. We can build
multiple network topologies corresponding to different network communication
channels and apply our model on each topology separately.
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